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Resist Stripping. After the additive or subtractive processes of the

substrate are complete, the resist mask must be completely removed by

either wet or dry etching. The selection of resist stripper is determined by

previous resist history (l3fll{IBS, exposure to plasma, etc.) that results in cher:n—
ical alteration and by the underlying substrate stability (176). Wet etches

are either solvent-based or inorganic reagents such as H,SD,,, HN03 or

H20,. Solven't~type strippers are typically acetone For positive resists, triall-
loroethylene for negative resists, or commercial products developed to re-

move both types of resists. Commercial organic strippers were initially

phenol—b_ased solvents but have been manufactured recently with little or

no phenol as a result of health and safety issues associated with the use of

this chemical. Plasma stripping or ashing of resist with either 0% or 03-CF;

gases is clearly the method of choice from the standpoint of convenience,

cost, and safety. However, the method cannot be used with substrates that

are etched by these plasmas.

Auxiliary Process Steps. In addition to the standard process steps,
auxiliary processes are sometimes necessary. These steps are not used for

all situations but as required and will be considered in this section separately.

Certain semiconductor—ma.nufactu'ri'ng processes are particularly damaging

to polymeric films and require an additional step to harden the resist. For
example, Al etching with chlorine -plasma produces AICI3. which degrades

resists. Ion implantation, in which the chamber temperature and, hence,

the water temperature increase with increasing implant dose, causes thermal

deformation of the resist image. One commonly used method to stabilize

novolac-based resists is deep-UV flood exposure after patterning (177). With

deep~UV exposure, cross-linking of the polymer surface produces afilm with

increased thermal resistance. With this procedure, positive resists can with-

stand a 180 “C bake for 30 min. Fluorocarbon plasma treatment also stabilizes

resists (I 78), because fluorine insertion impedes subsequent oxidation of the

polymers.

As discussed previously, an optional postexposure, preclevelopment

bake can reduce problems with the standing-wave elfect in DNQ—novolac

positive resists. However, such a postexposure bake step is indispensable
in the image reversal of positive resists (37-41) and certain resists based on

chemical amplification ofa photogenerated catalyst (64-6?, 77. 78). For both

types of resists, the chemistry that diferentiates between exposed and unex-
posed areas does not occur" solely during irradiation. Instead, diiferentiatiou

occurs predominantly during a subsequent bake. Therefore, to obtain ac-
ceptable CD control in these systems, the bake conditions must be carefully

optimized and monitored.

Rework. Masking steps frequently have the advantage over other [C-

manufacturing processes of being able to undergo wafer rework. Rework

Micron et al. Ex.l010 p.5



Plasma-Enhanced Etching

and Deposition

Dennis W. Hess and David B. Graves

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley,
CA 94720

Chemical and chemical engineering p-rinciples involved in plasma-
enhanced etching -and disposition are moiewed, modeling approaches

to describe and predict plasma behavior are indicated, and specific

snzainples ufgnlannai-cnhtmccd etching and deposition of thin-film ma-
terials of interest to H113 fabrication of nzicraelecironic and optical
denices are discussed.

THE INCREASING COMPLEXITY on S,0l..1D—STATE -electronic and optical de-
vices places stringent demands upon the control of thin-film processes. For

cxample, as device geometries drop below the lvpm level, previously stan-

dard processing techniques for thin~film etching. and deposition become

inadequate. For etching, the control of film etch rate, uniformity, and se-

lectivity is no longer sulfi-ciernt; the establisliment of film cross sections or

profiles is crucial to achieving overall reliability and higlrclonsity circuits.

Low-temperature deposition. methods are required to ininimize defect for-

mation -and solid-state dilfiision and to be compatible with low-n'1elting—point
substrates or films. Therefore, the established techniques of liquid -etching

and, to some extent, c-hcmioal -vapor deposition (CVD) are being replaced
by plasma—assisteI:l methods. Plasmasassisted etching and plasnia-enhanced

CVD (PECVD) take advantage of the high—ene‘1'gy electrons present in glow
discharges to dissociate and ionize -gaseous molecules to form chemically

reactive radicals and ions. Because thermal energy is not needed to break

chemical l)0l!(lS-, reactions can be promoted at low temperatures ((200 °C).

Although the chemistry and physics of a glow discharge are extraordi-

narily complex. the plasma performs only two basic Functions. First. reactive

0ll‘55—2393l39al022l.—0377$15.60:"0
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chemical species are generated by electron-impact collisions; thus they over-

-come kinetic limitations. that may ‘exist in thermally activated processes.

Second, the discharge supplies energetic radiation (e.g. , positive ions, neu-
tral species, metastable species, electrons, and photons) that bombard sur-
faces immersed in the plasma and thus alter the surface chemistry during

etching and deposition. The combination of these physical processes with
the strictly chemical reactions due primarily to atoms, radicals, or molecules

yields etch rates, etch profilles, and material properties unattainable with
either process individually.

Dry Processing

Liquid etching has been the. preferred method for pattern delineation for

thin Films for many years (if). Its pervasive use has been due primarily to

two considerations. First, although the exact chemistry is often poorly under-

stood, the technology of liquid etching is firmly established. Second. the

selectivity (ratio of film etch rate to the etch rate of the underlying film or

substrate) can be essentially infinite with the proper choice of ctchant so-
lution.

Despite these advantages, several critical problems arise for micrometer

and. submicrorneter pattern sizes. Resist materials often lose adhesion in the

acid solutions used tin‘ most etch processes and thereby alter pattern di-

mensions and preventbline width control. As etching proceeds downward
into the film, it proceeds laterally at an approximately equal rate. The mask

is undercut, and -an isotropic profile (Figure 1) results. Because film thickness

and etch rate are often nonuniform across a substrate, over-etching is required
to ensure complete film removal. Overetching generates a decrease in pat-

tern size because of the continued lateral etching and thus afects process

control. When the film thickness is small relative to the minimum pattern

dimension, undercutting is insignificant. But when the film thickness is

comparable with the pattern size, as is the case for current andfuture:devices,

undercutting is intolerable. Finally, as device geometries. decrease, spacings
between resist stripes also decrease. With micrometer and submicrometer

patterns, the surface tension of etch solutions can cause the liquid to bridge

the space between resist stripes. Because the etch solution does not contact
the film, etching is precluded.

The limitations encountered with solution etching can be overcome by

plasma-enhanced etching. Adhesion is not a major problem with dry—etch

methods. Ilndercutting can be controlled by varying the plasma chemistry,

gas pressure, and electrode potentials (2-6) and thereby generate directional

or anisotropic profiles.

Numerous techniques have been developed for the formation of thin-

lilm materials (7-9). Because of the versatility and throughput capability of
CVD, this method has gained wide acceptance for a variety of film materials.

Micron et al. Ex.1010 p.7
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Musk

Film 10 be etched

Substrate 
Isotropic Profile

No Overeich

Liquid or Plasma

Etching

Vertical Profile

Plasma or Dry

Etching
 

Figure 1. Cross sections offilms etched with liquid or plasma eta-hunts. The
isotropic profile is the result qfzero ooeretoh and can be generated with liquid
or plasma etch techniques. The anisotmpic: (vertical) profile requires plasma
or dry-etch processes. W is the width of the resist pattern. (Reproducedfrom

reference 2. Copgnrlglll 1983 American Chemical Society.)

However, deposition rates are often low with CVD, and the presence of

temporature—sensitive substrates or films (e.g., polymers or low—melting'-

point metals) prior to depos:ition, along with the possibility of generating

defects (e.g.,. vacancies, interstitials, stacking" faults, and dislocations) often

precludes the use of elevated temperatures (>300 ""C.') for film growth. In

such cases, deposition rates can be. enhanced by using high-energy electrons

in a discharge rather than thermal means to supply the energy for bond

breaking (10-14).

if Glow Discharges

The rf (rad-‘io {'1-oquency) glow discharges or plasmas used for plasma

etching or I’-ECVD are partially ionized gases composed of ions, electrons,
and a host of neutral species in both ground and excited states. Typically,

the plasma is formed by applying an electric field across a volume of gas.
Many types of plasmas exist (15); they differ primarily in electron concen-

tration n, and average electron energy kT,,. A quantity that is useful in

Micron et al. Ex.1010 p.8
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characterizing the average electron energy is the ratio of the electric field

to the pressure, E/p As the electric field strength increases, Free elec-

trons, whose velocities increase because of acceleration. by the field, gain

energy. The electrons lose this energy by inelastic collisions, so that an

increase. in pressure, which decreases the electron mean free path, decreases
the .elect'ron energy.

In thin-film processes for the fab-rication of electronic materials and

devices, rfglow discharges are primarily used. The application ofan rfvoltage
at frequencies between 50 kHz and 40 MHz to a low—pre_ssure (6—600 Pa)

gas results in a_ c'hemical'ly unique environment (Table 1.)

Electron densities (rte) and, because the plasma is electrically neutral,

positive-ion densities (11,) range from 10“ to 10"/crn“. However, the ratio
of the neutral-species density" (n N) to the electron density is usually greater
than 103, so that these plasmas are only weakly ionized. As a result, radicals

and molecules in the discharge are primarily responsible. for etching and

deposition reactions. That is, radicals and molecules are not inherently more

reactive than ions, but they are present in significantly higher concentrations.

The glow discharges described by Table I are termed nonequilibriurn plas-

mas, because the average electron energy (lcT,.) is considerably higher than
the ion energy (k'I‘,). Thercfbrc, the discharge cannot be described “ade-

quately by a single temperature.

Physical and Electrical Characteristics. The electrical potentials
established in the reaction chamber -determine the energy‘ of ions and elec-

trons strilcing the surfaces. immersed in a discharge. Etching and deposition

of thin films are usually perfiarmcd in a capacitivcly coupled parallel—plate

rf reactor (see Plasma Reactors). Therefore, the following -discussion will be

directed toward this configuration.

The important potentials in rt glow discharge systems (16, 17) are the

plasma potential (potential oil the -glow region), the floating potential (po-
tential assumed by a surface within the plasma that is not externally biased

or grounded and thus draws no net cnrren t), and the potential of the powered

or externally biased electrode. When the plasma contacts a surihce, that

surface, even if grounded, is usually at a negative potential with respect to
the plasma (16, I8, 19). Therefore, positive-ion bombardment occurs. The

energy of the bombarding ions is established by the dilferenoe in potential

Table I. Properties of rf Glow Discharges (Plasmas)
Used for Thiln-Film Etching and Deposition

Parrnneter _ Value
11,. = n. 10“-—1lJ”‘lc1n"

nu ~10 ”‘-10"‘/cm”
kT., I-10 CV

HI": "'0.ll4 (EV

Micron et al. Ex.1010 p.9



8. H355 or Cnavss Plasma-Enhanced Etching and Deposition 381

between the plasma and the surface that the ion strikes, the rf frequency

(because of ' mobility considerations), and the gas pressure (because of col-
lisions). Because ion energies may range from a few volts to more than 500

V, surface bonds can be broken, and in certain instances, sputtering of film

or electrode material may’ occur (.16).

The reason for the diifenent potentials within a plasma system becomes

obvious when electron and ion mobilities are considered (I-9:1). Imagine

applying an rt licld between two plates (electrodes) positioned within a low-

pressure gas. On the first liall’-cycle of the field, one electrode is negative

and attracts positive ions; the other electrode is positive and attracts elec-

trons. Because ofthe frequencies used and because the mobility of electrons

is considerably greater than that ofpositive ions, the flux (current) ofelectrons.

is much larger than that of positive ions. This situation causes a depletion

of electrons in the plasma and results in a positive plasma potential.

On the second half-cycle-, a large flux of electrons flows to the electrode

that previously received the small flux of ions. Because plasma-etching sys-

tems generally have a dielectric coating on the electrodes or a series (block-
ing,-) capacitor between the power supply and the electrode, no direct current

(do) can be passed. Therefore, on each subsequent half-cycle, negative charge
continues to build on the. electrodes and on other surfaces in contact with

the plasrna, and so electrons are repelled and positive ions are attracted to

the surface. This transient situation ceases when a sufllcient negative bias is

achieved on the electrodes such that the fluxes of electrons and positive ions

striking these surfaces are equal. At this point, tiine-average (positive) plasma
and (negative) electrode potentials are established.

A plasma potential that is positive with respect to electrode potentials

is primarily a consequence of the greater mobility of electrons compared

with posi'ti've ions. When there are many more negative ions than electrons

in the plasma (c.g., in highly electronegative gases), plasma potentials are

below electrode potentials, at least during part of the if cycle (1912).
The plasma potential is nearly uniform throughout the observed glow

volume in an rf discliarge, although a small electric field directed from the

discharge toward the edge of the glow region exists-. Between the glow and

the electrode is a narrow region (typically 0.01—1 cm, depending primarily

upon pressure, power, and frequency) wherein a change from the plasma

potential to the electrode potential occurs. This region is called a sheath or

dark space and can he liltencd to a depletion layer in -a semiconductor device
in that most of the voltage is dropped across this region.

Positive ions drift to the sheath edge where they ‘encounter the strong

Hold. The ions are then accelerated across the potential drop and strike the

elcctrode or substrate surface-. Because ofthe series capacitor or the dielectric

coating of the electrodes, the negative potentials established on the two

electrodes in a plasma system may not be the same. For instance-. the ratio

of the voltages on the electrodes depends upon the relative electrode areas.

Micron et al. Ex.1010 p.10
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(20). The theoretical dependence is given by equation 1, wliere V is the
voltage and A is the electrode: area (20).

V1 [V2 = (A21A1)‘ (1)

If V, is the voltage on the powered electrode and V2 is the voltage on

the grounded electrode, them the voltage ratio is the inverse ratio of the

electrode areas raised to the fourth power. However, for typical etch systems,

the exponent of the. area ratio is generally less than 4 -and may be less than

1.2 (16). This apparent deviation from theory is in part due to the reactor

configuration. Although the physical electrodes in a plasma reactor often

have the same area, As represents the grounded electrode -area, that is, the

area ofall grounded surfaces in Contact with the plasma. Because this area

usually includes the chamber walls, the area ratio can be quite large. Because
of such considerations, the average potential "distribution in a typical com-

mercial plasma reactor with two parallel electrodes immersed in the plasma

is similar to that shown in Figure 2 (16). In this case, the energy of ions

striking the powered electrode or substrates on this electrode will be higher

than that of ions reaching the grounded electrode. Indeed, equation 1 can

he used to design electrode areas for reactors such that a particular voltage
can he established on an electrode surface.

In addition to the_ ratio of electrode areas, other plasma parameters can

-I-V

 
Powered G-round

Erecirode

Figure 2. Potential distributicm in a parallel-plate plasnm -ctcher -with the
grounded suirfaoe area larger than the powered electrode area. V is the po-

tential, and V, is the plasma potential. (Reproduced with permission. from
reference 16. Copyright 1979 The Electrochemical Society. Inc.)
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alfect the. electrical characteristics of the discharge. Varying the rf power

input will alter plasma and electrode potentials, as well as ion concentrations,

and thereby change ion energies and fluxes. Also, radio frequency altects

the kinetic energy of ions that strike surfaces in contact with the plasma.
This elect can be readily undlerstood by considering the behavior of an ion

experiencing an oscillating plasma potential caused by applied rf voltages

(21, 22). Depending upon the ion mobility, some frequency exists -above

which the ion can no longer follow the alternating voltage. Therefore, the

ion cannot traverse the sheath in one half~cycle. Above this frequency. ions

experience an accelerating fiield (the dilierence between the plasma and

electrode potentials divided by the sheath thickness) that is an average over
a number of half-cycles. At lower frequencies, where the ions can respond

directly to the oscillating ficlél, they are accelerated by instantaneous fields.
Thus, the ions can attain the maximum energy corresponding to the maxi-

mum instantaneous field across the sheath. As a result, for a constant sheath

potential, ion bombardment energies and fluxes are higher at lower fre-

quencies.

Chemical Characteristics. Because etching or deposition processes
are merely chemical reactions that yield a volatile or in-volatile product,

respectively, the overall process can be broken down. into the following six

primary steps:

1. Generation of reactive species

2. Dilfusion to the surface-

3. Adsorption

4. Reaction

5. Desorption of volatile products

6. Diffusion of volatile products away from the surface

First, reactive atoms, molecules, and ions must be generated by elec-

tron—molecule collisions. Because most of the reactant gases or vapors used

for plasma-enhanced etching and deposition do not spontaneously undergo

reaction at the low temperatures involved, radicals or atoms must he formed

so that heterogeneous chcinical reactions can proceed at reasonable rates.

The reactive species thus generated dilfuse to surlhces-where they can adsorb

onto a surface site. Sticking coelhcients are believed to "be large for free
radicals, such that chemisorption and surface reactions occur readily (23).
Surface dillusion ofphysioally adsorbed species or volatile product molecules
can occur.

The nature of the prirnary reaction product differentiates plasma-em
hanced etching from deposition. In etching, the volatility of reaction products

Micron et al. Ex.1010 p.12
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is crucial to film removal. Althouggh the principal reaction product in dep-

osition processes is not volatile, secondary products (e._g. , hydrogen or halide
molecules) must desorh to avoid incorporation into, and thus contamination

of, the growing film. Cornplebe elimination ofsuch contamination is-diiiicult,

because particle bombardment of adsorbed species can assist incorporation.
As indicated previously, the chemical reactions taking place in glow

discharges are exceedingly complex. However, two general types ofchemical

processes can be categorized: homogeneous gas—p'ha.se collisions and het-

erogeneous surface interacticns. To completely understand and characterize
plasma processes, the fundamental principles of both processes must be
understood.

Homogeneous Processes. Homogeneous gas—ph_ase collisions generate
reactive -free radicals, metastable species, and ions. Therefore, chemical

dissociation and ionization are independent of the thermodynélmic temper-

ature. Electron impact can result in a number of" diilerent reactions de-

pending upon the electron energy. The following list indicates these reaction

types in order of increasing energy requirement (24-25).

- Excitation (rotational. vibrational. or electronic)

e + X34 X2* ~l-- e

0 Dissociative attachment

e+J.{2->X‘+X* +e

an Dissociation

c + X3-+ 2X + e

in Ionization

c‘ + X3—+X,‘" + 2c

I Dissociative ionization

e+x2—->X*+X-I-2e

Excitation and dissociation processes can occur with mean electron ener-

gies below a few electronvolts. Thus, the discharge is extremely eilective in

producing large quantities of free radicals. Many of these species are gen-

erated by direct dissociation, although if "attachment of an electron to "a

molecule results in the formation oi" a repulsive excited state, the molecule

can dissociate by dissociative attachment. These attachment processes are
prevalent at low electron energies (<1 -eV) when electronegative gases or

vapors are used. By comparison, the ionization of many molecules or atoms

requires energies greater than -*8 eV, so that relatively few ions exist. The

generation of reactive species is balanced by losses due to recombination

processes at surfaces (electrodes and chamber walls) and in the gas. phase,

along with diifusion out of the plasma.

Micron et al. Ex.1010 p.13
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Electron-impact reactions occur at a rate (R) determined by the con-

centrations of both electrons (n,.) and a particular reactant (N) species (24).

R = mm (2)

The proportionality constant k is the rate cocliicient, which can be expressed

by
5)

k = [ (2efm)rr[e)f(£)d£ (3)
" Elllws

where e and m. are the impinging electron energy and mass, respectively;

o'(e) is the cross section for the specific reaction; and fle) is the electron
energy distribution function. The limits of the integral run from the threshold

energy for the impact reaction to infinity. If an accurate -expression fbr fle)
and electroiicollision cross sections for the various gas-phase species present

are lcnown, k can be calculated. Unfortunately, such information is generally
unavailable for many of the molecules used in plasma etching and deposition.

Because of the highly nonequilil:vr.iur_n conditions experienced by elec~

trons in the plasma, flc) almost never follows the Maxwell-.—Boltzmann dis.-

tributicn. In general, the distribution function is determined by the electric

field that accelerates electrons: and collisions that cause electrons to change

energy. Very few direct measurements of have been made under con—

ditions ofinterest to ‘plasma etching or deposition; consequently, the current

understanding offie) is limited, at best. This fact impedes the ability to make

quantitative" predictions of elE:otron~impact rates. As previously described,

ionization due. to electron impact occurs through the action of the most

energetic electrons in the distribution. The number ofelectrons in the high-

encrgy tail of the distribution that are capable of ionizing neutral species in

the discharge is considerably less than the number of electrons capable of

molecular dissociation. As a result, the degree of ionization is usually much

less than the degree of' molecular dissociation.

A second type ofhomogeneous impact reaction is that occurring between

the various heavy speciesgenesrated by "electron collisions, as well as between

these species and um-eacted gas-phase molecules (2.7. 28). Again, dissociation

and ionization processes occur, but in addition, recombination and molecular

rearrangements are prevalent. Particularly important inelastic collisions are

those called Penning processes (29). In these collisions, metastable species

(species in excited states where quantum mechanical selection rules forbid

transition to the ground -state and thus have long lifetimes) collide with
neutral species, transfer their excess energy, and thereby cause dissociation

or ionization. These processes are -particularly important with gases, such.
as argon and helium, that have available a number oi'long-.li‘fetime metastable

states. Furthermore. Penning; ionization has a large cross section, which

enhances the probability of this process.
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Heterogeneous Processes. A variety of heterogeneous processes can

occur at solid surfaces exposed to a glow discharge (28, 30-32). The primary
processes of interest in plasma etching and deposition are summarized in

the following list (23). These: interactions result from the bomharclxnent of

surfaces by particles.

u lon—surface- interactions

1. Neutralization and secondary electron _emission

2. Sputtering

3. Ion-induced chemistry

u Electron—surface interactions

1. Secondary electron emission

2. Electron-induced chemistry

I I{adica'l— or atom—surface interactions

1. Surface etching

-2. Film deposition

Although vacuum-UV photons and soft X-rays present in the plasma are
sulliciently energetic to break chemical bonds, electron and, particularly,

ion bombardments are the most eifiactive methods of promoting surface

reactions

Several theoretical investigations (23, 34. 35) indicate that nearly all
incident ions will be neutralized within a few atomic ‘radii of a surface,

presumably because of electrons arising from Auger emission processes.

These 1'esults'sI.lggest that the particles ultimately striking surfaces in contact

with a glow discharge are neutral species rather than ions. To a first ap-
proximation, effects due to energetic ions and neutral species should be

similar, provided that the particle energies are the same.

Auger emission to neutralize incoming ions leaves the solid surface in

an excited state; relaxation of the surface results in secondary electron gen-

eration (23, 24). Secondary electrons are ejected when high-energy ions,

electrons. or neutral species strike the solid surface. These electrons enhance

the electron density in the plasma and can alter the plasma chemistry near

a solid surface. Radiation impingement on a surface can induce a number

of phenomena that depend upon the bombardment flux and energy.

As noted previously (33):, positive ions (or fast neutral species) are ex-

tremely efioient in enhancing surface processes; thus this chapter will con-
centrate on ion bombardment efiects. The various surface, thin—film, and

bull: phenomena afected by bombarding species are indicated in Figure 3

(36). The -specific processes taking. place are designated -above the labeled
abscissa in Figure 3. along with the range of particle energies that cause
such eifects.
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Synergistic Phenomena. The enhancement of etch rates and the al-

teration of deposited film properties due to particle bombardment are well-
known phenomena whose generic origins can be simply envisioned by re-
ferring to the process steps listed on page 383. Steps 3-5 are heterogeneous

processes whose kinetics are temperature dependent. However, tempera-

ture is merely one method ofiinereasing the energy ofsurface bonds. Particle

bombardment is another means ofimparting energy to a surface. Specifically,

ion (or electron) bombardment can break surface bonds and thereby create

crystal damage and adsorption sites (3.7), as well as assist product desorption

(38). Also, chemical reactions on the solid surface can be promoted by such

bombardment (33). Which of these steps is primarily responsible for en-

hanced etch ratcs and film property alteration is not yet clear. Nevertheless.

particle bombardment obviously promotes etch processes, as demonstrated

by the beam experiments described by Figure 4. _
In this study (39), a beam of XeF, molecules and a beam of argon ions
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Figure 4. Example ofion-assisted gas-surface chemistry in the etching ofsiiicon
with XQF2. The X3FgfiOw is 2 X 10” vrwifs, and the argon energy and current
are 450 eV and 2.5 p.A, respectively. (Reproduced zoith -permission from ref-

erence 39. Copyright 1979 Amcn'-can Institute of Physics.)

were directed at a silicon film. Xenon clifluoride was used because it alforded

a method of depositing fluorine atoms onto the. silicon surface. Measurement

of the silicon etch rate as a ifimction of XeF, or Ari’ exposure allowed a
comparison of chemical and physical etch processes. When only XcF2 con-
tacted the silicon surface, a small (~5 zit! min) purely chemical etch reaction
was observed. Likewise, when -Ar * impinged on the surface, pure sputtering

(-—2 A/min) was noted. However, when the beams were simultaneously
directed at the silicon surface, a relatively large etch rate (E-55 :1/min) was
observed; the measured rate was approximately an order of magnitude

greater than the sum of the chemical and physical components. Therefore,

synergistic effects due to ion bombardment are crucial to this chemical etch

process. However, the exact .nature of these elfects is at present not well

understood. Regardless of the precise cause, particle-bombardment-induced

chemistry clearly results in directional etching by promoting higher etch

rates in the vertical direction (where ions strike) compared with the lateral
direction.

Synergistic phenomena similar to those described for etching are ex-

pected tluring film formation processes. In particular, the creation of ad-

sorption and nucleation sites, along with the promotion ofchemical reactions

and the dissociation of adsorbed species because of particle bombardment,
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should be prevalent with particle energies above 20 eV. However, the various

eilects of ion bombardment {Figure 3) on the primary processes occurring‘

during growth are extremely difiicuit to separate. (32). Furthermore, although

the basic plasma chemistry, physics, and synergistic eiiects for both etching"

and deposition are analogous, PECVD introduces one- additional compli-

cation: Film bonding configurations must be controlled if films with -specified

and reproducible properties are to be formed.
The previous discussions: indicate that a fundamental understanding of

gas-phase plasma chemistry and physics, along with surface chemistry mod-

ified by radiation elfects, is needed in order‘ to define film etch and growth

mechanisms. These phenomena ultimately establish etch rates and profiles,‘

as well as film deposition rates and properties. The complex interactions
involved in PECVD are outlined in Figure 5 (14, 40.). If the basic. or micro-

scopic plasma parameters (neutral-species, ion, and electron densities; elec-
tron energy distribution; -and residence time) can be controlled, the gas-
phase chemistry can be defined. Many macroscopic plasma variables (gas.

flow. discharge gas, pumping speed. rf power, frequency, etc.) can be
changed to alter the basic plasma conditions. However, the precise manner

in which a change in any of these variables afects basic plasma parameters

is currently" unknown.

The variation of a macroscopic variable usually results in a change in

two or more basic gas-phase parameters, as well as surface potential, particle

flux, and surface temperature. For instance, rfpower determines the current

and voltage between the electrodes in a parallel-plate plasma reactor. Varying

the rf freqilency changes the number and energy of ions (because of mobility

considerations) that can follow the alternating field; thus, bombardment flux.

and energy‘ are aliect-ed. Thegas. flow rate, the pump speed, and the pressure

are interrelated, and two ways of changing the gas pressure can be envi-

sioned. The gas How rate can be varied at constant pump speed, or the

pump speed can be varied (by tlirottling the pump) at constant gas flow rate.
These two methods of pressure variation yield diflerent residence times for

the chemical species in the reactor, so that the precise chemistry is altered.

The particular reactant gas and the surface temperature (not necessarily

equal to the electrode temperature) are critical parameters because of the

dependence of the process on the type and concentration of reactive species
and because of the observation that most deposition and etching processes.
follow an Arrhenius rate expression. Electrode and chamber materials" can

alter the chemistry occurring in -glow discharges because of chemical reac-

tions (adsorption, recoinbination, etc._) on or with the surfaces. Electrode-

potential and reactor configuration (equation 1) determine the energy ofions

and electrons that strike the surfaces in contact with the discharge. Synergism

between these numerous processes results in specific film growth (and etch)

mechanisms. Ultimately, these factors establish film composition, bonding

structure, and thus film properties-.
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Radiation Damage. The particle bombardment that occurs during
plasma-enhanced film etching and deposition is responsible for etch direc-

tionality and for the alteration of Him properties. However, if the particle

(primarily ion) energies or flunxes are snificiently high, damage can be created

-in existing films or substrates. The displacement of atoms generates vacan-

eies, interstitials, dislocation: loops, and stacking faults. Even at relatively
low bombardment energies, incorporation of light ions can occur, which

results in crystal damage.

Considerable efforts have been expended recently to characterize the

damage incurred during plasma-enhanced etching (41-44). These studies

indicate that dislocation loops and impurity incorporation in substrate ma.-

terials and films exposed to the plasma are prevalent. Furthermore, the

damage can extend to more than 30 nm into substrates even at Fairly low

ion energies (~ 450 eV). An example of these eliects for the case of CF4—Hg_

etching of Slog on a silicon substrate is shown in Figure 6, for which X-ray
photoeiectron spectroscopy (IXPS), hydrogen depth profiling, and Hutherfiord
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Figure 6. Solwmofio diagram ofchanges in silicon near-sorjlaoe region caused
by CF¢—H3 reactive-ion etching. (Reproduced with pemtission from .r£g;ferenoe

43. Copyright 1985 The Electrochemical Society. Inc.)
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back-scattering spectrometry (BBS) were used to cliaracteri-ze the carbona-
ceous residue and silicon surface region (43). Such damage degrades material

properties and alters the characteristics of fabricated devices. In addition,

charge formation and accumulation in insulators smbjected to radiation during

plasma etching can lower the dielectric breakdown strength of device struc-

tures (44).

Few studies have been reported that address radiation damage in

PECVD processes-. Recent work comparing sputter deposition and PECVD

for dielectric film deposition indicates that structural damage is minimal in

PECVD, although substrate damage is noted for sputtered coatings

These dilferenoes are probably due to lower ion energies resulting from the

higher pressures and lower power densities used in PECVD compared with
sputter deposition. Also, -substrate temperatures above 5500 "C are generally

used in PECVD, so that any damage incurred may be annealed during

deposition. Finally, in plasma etching, the underlying film or substrate is

exposed to the discharge at the end of the etch cycle. ‘With PECVD, un-

derlying surfaces are only briefly exposed at the start ofthe deposition cycle.

Plasma Reactors

Like CVD units, plasma etching and deposition systems are simply chemical

reactors. Therefore, flow rates and flow patterns of reactant vapors, along
with substrate or film temperature, must be precisely controlled to achieve
uniform etching and deposition. The prediction of etch and deposition rates
and uniformity require a detailed understanding of therinodyuarnics, kinet-

ics, fiuid How, and mass—transport phenomena for the appropriate reactions
and reactor designs.

For the most part, plasma-enhanced etching and deposition are per-
Formed in four basic reactor types (Figure 7; 2, 46). Each reactor has several

basic cmnponents: a vacuum chamber and pumping system to maintain

rcduc-ed pressures, a power supply to create the discharge, and gas- or vapor-

lumdling capabilities to meter and control the flow of reactants and products.

Barrel Reactor. Chronologically, the First and still the simplest etch-
ing system is the barrel reactor. This configuration generally uses a cylindrical
chamber with rfpower applied to external coils or external electrodes. S-ub-

strates are placed in a holder or “boat” within the chamber. To improve

temperature. uniformity along the length of the holder and to minimize-

particle bombardment of substrates, a perforated cylindrical “etch tunnel"

is often inserted in the reactor. This metal cylinder acts as -a Faraday cage

and confines the glow region to the annulus between the etch tunnel and

the chamber wall. Substrates are thereby shielded from the plasma and are

subjected. to little, if any, ion. or electron bombardment. However, neutral

species. diltuse through the peiibrations and reach film surfaces. In this case,
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the etch reaction is almost purely chemical (like liquid etching) and results

in an isotropic etch profile. Tlherefore, barrel systems are usually used for

resist stripping or in noncritical etching steps where undercutting can be
tolerated.

Planar or Parallel-Plat-e Reactor. Because very—large-scale inte-

gration (VLSI) demands nearly’ vertical etch profiles, planar or parall_el_.-"plate
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reactors are favored for many etch processes. In this configuration (Figure

7a), which is similar to that used in rf sputtering, the substrates he on an
electrode within the plasma. The substrates are subjected to energetic ra-

diation that imparts both physical and chemical components to the etch (or

deposition) process. The physical component can induce directionality dur-
ing film etching and. can alter" the properties of the deposited film by pm-

iuoting surface reaction steps".

In FEGVD, substrates are placed on the grounded electrode, and the

opposite electrode is powered. Etching that is performed in this mode is

generally called plasma etczhing. However, when substrates are positioned
on the powered electrode for etching purposes, a reactive-ion-etching (HIE)

or reactive—sputter-etching: configuration results (38, 47, 48). The HIE

arrangement generally causes the Waller-s to be subjected to higher energy

ion bombardment than does the plasma-etching mode because of the poten-
tials cstablished on the grounded electrode versus the powered electrode

(see Physical -and Electrical Characteristics of if Glow Discharges). Another

reason for higher energy ions in HIE is the lower operating pressure.

No exact pressure demarcation exists; however, HIE is typically carried

out at pressures below 13 Pa, whereas plasma etching is performed at

higher pressures.

When parallel-plate reactors are used for PECVD, substrates can

be positioned horizontally or vertically (Figure 7b). The vertical position is

often used to enhance throughput. PECVD processes are usually per-

formed at electrode temperatures below 400 ‘’C. If higher temperatures

are desired (e.g., for epitaxial deposition), inductive coupling using exter-

nal coils is often invoked to eliminate problems of film contamination

arising from the electrode material. In this approach, the substrates

may be positioned outside of (Figure 7c) or within (Figure 7d) the plasma
volume.

The “downstream" configuration (Figure 7c) is particularly interesting

because of its flexibility in controlling or modifying the specific chemistry

that occurs (49. 50). All feed gases can be passed through the discharge, and

the fragments can be allowed to react at the heated (or cooled) substrate

surface. Alternatively, one (or more) of the reactants (or diluents) can be

excited or dissociated by the plasma, and the reactive fragments can he

brought into contact with other reactant molecules at the substrate surface.

In this way, specific chernical bonds can be broken or specific molecules can

be excited, and improved diiscrimination may result in the reaction chemistry

and thus in the film-bonding structure.

Finally, downstream configurations are also used. for etching processes.

In these applications, problems oftemperature control and radiation damage

(bond breal-ring because of radiation impingement on solid surfaces) are min-
imized or eliminated. To enhance the etch rate, micrcwiave radiation has

been used to generate long—lived chemical species that are then transported
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to the wafers (51, 52). Such approaclles often permit independent control

of ion flux and energy to etching surfaces.

Modeiing Piasmo P-rocesacs

Modeling Requirements. To understand plasma processes in a sys-
tematic and comprehensive way, a mathematical model is useful. Because

of the enormous -complexity of chemically reacting plasmas, the relationships

between dilierent physical and chemical processes in the discharge are dif-

ficult to quantify and, son‘1et:imes, even to identify. To date, only a few

preliminary attempts to model discharges in any detail have been made.
Even for chemically inert gases, few efforts have been made to model the

complete discharge. (sheati1—.ancl-glow) region. Much of the modeling work
has addressed the positive column of a direct—cnrrcnt (dc) discharge in a

cylindrical tube. The positive column has received more attention because
of its importance in gas discharge lighting and gas discharge lasers and also,

undoubtedly, because ofthe relative simplicity of the analysis for this region.
Under the proper conditions... the properties of the positive column vary
only slightly in the axial direction, and therefore, discharge properties are

assumed to vary only in the radial direction. A comprehensive review.» oi‘ the

state of the art in modeling the positive column is available (53).

Discharge Behavior. A chemical reactor model of discharge behavior

must take into account both discharge physics and discharge chemishy.

Discharge physics. includes the charged-particle densities and energies-

and the electric field strengtli. These quantities are important in creating

chemically active radicals (primarily throu_gl1 electrorrirn-pact dissociation
of reactants) and in influencing surface reactions. (mainly through ion
bombardment). Discharge chemistry includes gas-phase and surface reac-

tions between ion and neutral species, as well as the transport of these
species by convection and difilrsion. Plasma reactors are generally not is-

othermal, although temperature gradients in plasma reactors are relatively

small compared with those in CVD. As a result, an energy balance must be

solved in order to determine the temperatures in the system.

The physical structure of .-a discharge is complicated by the fact that the

discharge is far from local thermodynamic equilibriurri (L’I'E). The existence
of LTE implies that all species at a given point in space and time have the

same temperature. Indeed, the term "temperature" has no meaning in the

absence of LTE. In discharges of interest in plasma processing, charged

species (electrons and ions) are in general at elevated energies compared

with the energy of neutral species because of the electric field. Usually. ions

are near the neutral gas temperature, but electrons have a much higher

mean energy, because most collisions between charged and neutral species

are elastic (i.e., there is no change in internal energy; only kinetic energy
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is exchanged between particles). The fraction of energy exchanged in an
elastic collision is a function of the relative masses of colliding particles. For

particles of similar mass, kinetic energy is exchanged readily (e.g., one
billiard ball can lose all of its momentum to another in a collision). However,

a small particle loses only a small fraction of its lcinetic energy when colliding
with a much heavier particle. The fraction of kinetic energy transferred is

proportional to twice the smaller mass divided by the sum of the small and

large masses. However. if the relative energy of colliding particles is sulfi-
ciently high, then inelastic collisions can occur. These processes have been

described in the list on page 334.

Solutions to the Boltzmann Equation for Discharges. In conventional

chemically reacting systems, all species are assumed to have the same dis-

tribution of energies, namely the well-known Ma.xwell—Bolt2n'1a_nn distri-

bution. This assumption is incorrect for discharges at low pressure because
of the large deviation from LTE. Because the rates of important elec-

tron—neotral species inelastic collision processes such as molecular dissocia-

tion depend on the form of the electron energy distribution function rather

than on mean energy (equation 3), such assumptions can create serious
problems in the modeling of discharges. The calculation of the distribution

iimction for electrons and ions is not a simple task, particularly under the

extreme conditions oi'a. discharge. The normal procedure for obtaining the

electron velocity distribution function in a weakly ionized gas is to solve the

Boltzmann equation (1.5, 54-56):

at as 1:: av at w,,im,

where f is the velocity distribution function, i is time, x is position, v is

velocity, E is the electric field, a is the charge on the electron, and an is

electron mass. Equation 4 gives the rate at which the distribution Emotion
changes because of collisions.

The Boltzmann equation works reasonably well when electrons collide-

mainly with neutral species. Electron—electron or electron—ion collisions

involve coulornbic interactions that have a longer range than that of elec-

tron.—ncntral species interactions. Goulombieinteraction potentials vary in-

versely with separation, but: electron—ne-utral species interaction potentials:

vary inversely with the filth or sixth power of separation.

Most of the work in solving the Boltzmann equation for electrons has

been for the relatively sirnplle conditions of electron swarm experiments. In

these experiments, electrons are released from a cathode in low concentra-

tions and drift under the influence of a uniform applied electric field in a

low+pressure gas towards an anode at which the electrons are collected. If
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the electrons are released as a pulse, then the time for electrons to drift to

the anode is a measure of electron mobility. If the radial and axial spreads

of the electron pulse can be measured at the anode (with a radially segmented

electmdc, for example), then a measure of the electron longitudinal and

transverse (with respect to the direction ofdrift) diiiusivities can be obtained.

Further, if electrons are created through ionization or lost through electron

attachment, then rate coeiiicients for these processes can be determined.

Such experiments provide route and transport coeflicients but not collision
cross sections.

To deduce cross sections, the following iterative process is used. A trial
set of cross sections is chosen, the Boltzmann equation is solved numerically,

and the corresponding rate and transport coelficients are calculated. If the

measured and predicted cocllicients fail to agree. a revised set of cross

sections is chosen, -and the process is repeated until satisfactory agreement
is reached.

A great deal of research has gone into improving the procedures for

solving the Boltzmann equation (57) in the context of electron swarm ex-
periments. Rather than attempt to review this large area, suiiiee it to say

that a considerable amount of work will be necessary to adapt these ap-

proaches to conditions in actual discharges. For example, spatial variations,

which are neglected or minimized in swarm analyses, are of considerable

importance in discharges. In addition, solving for ion characteristics will

generally require approaches that are diferent from those taken for electrons,

because. ion velocity distribution functions are characterized by large ani-

sotropies in velocity space. Net ion velocity tends to he the same order of

magnitude as random ion velocity, a fact that has implications for the tech-

niques used to solve the Boltzmann equation. The most common approach

for ions is to solve for velocity moments directly rather than for the distri-
bution function.

An alternative to solving the Boltzmann equation directly is the use of

particle simulation techn1'que.s, sometimes referred to as Monte Carlo meth-

ods (58, 59). Major ditliculties with the Monte Carlo approach include self-

eonsistency-, inclusion of ions, and extension to two spatial dimensions. How-

ever, these diiliculties are prolbably not insurmountable, and the Monte Carlo

approach may well turn out to be a very powerful tool for discharge analysis.

Fluid Model ofDischu.rge's. An important question is whether it makes

sense to attempt to solve for diistribution functions or moments in the absence

of a commensurate accuracy in the treatment of neutral-species chemistry.

As already stated, modeling of the chemically reacting plasma requires so-

lutions to the bulk gas momentum and energy balance equations and con-

tinuity equations for each reacting neutral species. Surface chemistry is
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incorporated through bountllary conditions on -species continuity equations,
which is analogous to the approach used for thermal (ND (60, 61).

As an alternative to the massive computational effort in coupling“ Boltz-

mann or moment equations for each charged species to CVD equations, it

may make sense to assume a velocity distribution function for charged species

and deal with mean energies. This technique is sometimes‘ referred to as a

“fluid" approach. because eharg;ed species are treated as if they formed a

continuous fluid. In this approach, charged species are treated in nearly the

same way as neutral -species, except that momentum and energy balance

equations are solved for each species. Strictly speaking, this treatrncnt is

not correct. because a mean. energy does not uniquely determine the value

of a rate or transport coell*icie-nt._ I-Iowever, this approach is a useful ap-

proximation. Tho major advantage of this approach is that it is much less
expensive computationally than solving the Boltzmann equation for each

charged species in two velocity dirnensions, one or two spatial dimcn-sinus,
and time. Probably the major disadvantage of the fluid approach is that

charged particles may not always behave. like a continuous fluid, for example,
in high—field sheath regions or where electrons and ions act more like directed
beams rather than fluids.

Another point in favor of the simpler, but less accurate, Huid approach

is that discharge. diagnostics arc still quite primitive. In studies of electron

and ion swarms, exper'irnen1:alis=ts routinely measure inohilmes and dilI'usiv—

ities with a precision in the order of a few percent. A sophisticated model
must he used to properly interpret such cxperimen-ts. However, for dis-

charges, even relative concentration profiles for :1 few of the dozens of im-

portant neutral and charged species are ditficult to attain. Thus, overly

complex and expensive model is probably inappropriate, and the fluid model
is a good compromise at present.

Validation of Models. An important goal in establishing the validity of

largo-scale models of reacting plasmas is to demonstrate agreement between

predicted and experimentallly ineasured quantities. This ellort has barely

begun for plasma processing. Ideally, all fundamental quantities predicted

in equations describing discharge physics and chemistry must be measured.

Electron and ion densities, net velocity and energy profiles, and the electric

field strength profile are all predicted by the discharge physics model, and

measurement of these quantities as a function ofpnsition and time is helpful.

For discharge chemistry rnodels, important variables include neutral-species

densities, -fluid. velocity and temperature profiles, and rates of reaction at

surfaces. Many of these quantities are rliflicult to measure, particularly under

realistic. etch or deposition conditions.

Some of the most powerful tools for in situ discharge diagnostics are

optical (62). Plas1na—induced emission spectroscopy, laser-induced fluores-

cence, laser absorption, and laser optogalvantc spectroscopy have all been
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recently applied in discharge: diagnostics. Consideralile work remains in the

development of these tools so that systematic and comprehensive meas-

urements can be compared with model predictions.

Plasma Processes versus Combustions To model discharge chemistry,
detailed mechanisms and rate coellicients for all elementary reactions are

required. This requirement represents a large amount of information even

for simple systems. By analogy, for the combustion of hydrogen, a typical

model would include eight species (Hg, 03, H20, 0, OH, H, I-102, and

II 309) and about 20 elementary reactions. This case is probably the simplest
nontrivial combustion problem. Computationally, the major expense is in

the number of species, because a_ continuity equation for each species must

be solved. As the complexity of the set of reactants increases, the number

of intermediate reactants and elementary reactions increases, and the com-

putational costs rise correspondingly. The inclusion of all important species

is not always clear, and values for rate coetlicient parameters" can be ditlicult

to obtain. In particular, the measurement of reaction rates is not easy when

intermediate radical species are involved. Intermediate species are not stable
and will sooner or later react to form other species. "Sampling of these species
is difficult, and estimates of rate cueflicients can vary widely.

Combustion modeling is a good paradigm for plasma process -modeling

because the goals and problems involved are siulilar. For both, interest is

in predicting the detailed chemistry of in-tiny dillcrent reactive species. Both

"gas-phase and surface reactions are important, and physical processes must
be included in models. For combustion, cheinistry interacts strongly with
-fluid mechanics -and heat transfer. One -area oft.-ombiistion research that the

p.las1I1a ana.ly.sl:. thankfully, can ignore is the study ofturbulent reacting flows.

At the low pressures encoutntcred in plasma systcnls, flows are virtually

_ always laminar. The plasma modeler has many other unique difioulties,
however, including" the possibility that at sutfieiently low pressures .('i.e.,

<67 Pa), the system may no longer be treated as a continuum, because
mean free paths can be in the same order as reactor dimensions.

A perspective on the status -and prospects of detailed plasma inodeling

may be gained by Bxalnhlingg the present situation in comlnustion modeling

Currently, the only fuels that can be modeled with real confirlence are
pure hydrocarbons (no nitrogen or sulfur) that have at most two carbon

atoms. When particulates lbrm during combustion or when combustion oc-

curs at solid surfaces, confidence in the model drops substantially. The

presence of trace species such as nitrogen and sulfur complicates matters

further. This state of relative ignorance in combustion is particularly striking

because combustion chemistry has been studied fairly intensely for decades.
In contrast, the present status of plasma chemistry research indicates that

only the lirst stumbling steps have been taken; a great deal of work is yet

to be done. The plasina-process-modeling conununity can, however, take
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advantage of progress made in related areas such as combustion and CVD

by initially adopting approaches and techniques that have ‘proved successful ..

System ofModel Equations. Because ofthe tremendous complexity

of the processes involved in plasma chemical reactors, the number ofpossible
sets of model equations is: large. In the following treatment, one set of
equations is presented, but this set is by no means exhaustive.

Qualitatively, to model. the chemically reacting plasma, neutral-species

chemistry and transport and the electrical or plasma physics aspects of the

discharge must he considered. The chemical and physical properties in-
cluded in the model of the discharge must at least reiicct the current un-

derstanding of the most important processes. The conventional view of

discharge‘ behavior has been described previously, but will now be reviewed

briefly to set the stage for «equation formulation.

Current Understanding of Discharge Behavior. Elcctron—impact dis-

sociation of neutral rca_ctant molecules creates. highly chemically reactive

radicals that can react further in the gas phase and difiuse and couvect to

surfaces where they react to form or etch films. The surface chemistry is

substantially influenced by‘ the action of ions bombarding the surface. To

model the chemistry of neutral reactants, a continuity equation for "each

chemically iuiportant species must be solved. These continuity equations
must include important transport terms (convection ofbullc gas and dillhsion)
and creation-and-loss tennis (electron-impact creation or loss and neutral

species-neutral species gas-phase reactions). To account for bulk gas ccn—

vcction-, equations for bulk gas momentum and overall mass continuity Inust

be solved. In addition, because surfaces in plasma deposition reactors are

often heated to temperatures of 300 °C or higher and because both gas-

phase chemistry and gas density depend on temperature, an energy balance

for gas temperature must be solved. In "plasma etching systems. surfaces
may not be heated, and so the energy balance may not be required. This

set of equ_ations—con'tinui-ty for each species, momentum, mass, and en-

ergy—arc generally required for any reacting How.

Often, to simplify the analysis. the gas is assumed to be -well mixed or
to flow as a plug with no diiiusion. In the we-ll-mixed system, no gradients

exist, and the set of coupled partial differential equations becomes sets of

coupled algebraicequations, which is an enormous simplification. In general,
however, spatial variations must be considered.

Formulation of Equations. Discharge structure influences chemistry

primarily through electron-impact dissociation and surface ion bombard-

ment. To predict the rate: of electromimpact dissociation, local electron

number density and energy must be known. These quantities are obtained

from equations for electron continuity and electron energy, respectively.
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[on bombardment rate is determined from ion momentum or continuity
equations, depending upon assumptions made in the model. To solve equa-

tions for ion and electron momentum and energy balances, the electric field

profile must be known. This profile is obtained from the governing Maxwell
equation, which is usually "Poisson's equation.

Discharges ofinterest in plasma processing are usually sustained through

the application of radio frequency power to an electrode in the reactor.. In

this case, a grounded counter electrode is present in the discharge or the

entire chamber wall serves as the grounded electrode. Voltages and currents

at the powered electrode vary with time, and therefore, quantities in the

discharge such as electron density and energy also vary with time. Thus,
equations for discharge structure must, in general, include terms for the

rate of change of quantities with time, in addition to ‘terms for spatial vari-

ations". However, because neutral species respond on a time scale that is

much longer than the time scale for charged species, equations describing

neutral species do not usually require time derivatives.

Equations for Neutral .'Sp-ocies. The balanced equations for neutral

species can be expressed in the following form:

V‘-(vn. + I.) = 2 I3’ (5)

where o is the gas velocity, 11., is the mass density of species .9, 1, is the
dillusion flux of species 5', and -r,’ is the not rate of creation of species 3 in

reaction j. A sum is made over all such reactions. Gas velocity is obtained

from the momentum ltnllancfii (see equation 7), and reaction rates 1",‘: are in

general functions of the concentrations of other species and gas temperature,
which are obtained from the energy balance (see equation '8). Coupling to

gas discharge equations occurs primarily in equation 5 through the rule -of

electron-impact reaction-and-loss terms. In addition, boundary conditions

for Species continuity equations will include terms for ion-bombardment

enhanced cherrIica.l.reactions._ The equation for total mass continuity is

V ' (Pr) = 0 (5)

where p is the total gas mass density. The gas momentum balance equation

can be expressed as

V-('pW)=-"Fp—V-'r+pg (7)

where p is gas pressure, '7 is the viscous stress tensor, and g is the gravitational

force. One form of the energy balance is presented in equation 8'

V - [(pU + ;1)v — KVT] = 0 (8)
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where U is the internal energy of the gas, K is thermal conductivity, and T
is temperature. Equation 8 implicitly assumes that gas-phase reactions do
not contribute significantly to the energy balance either because rates of
reactions are too low or because the enthalpy of reaction is too low.

The equation of state for the gas is given by equation 9., which relates

mass density, pressure, molecular weight, and "temperature. The molecular

weight, M, is assumed to be a mean quantity, because its value depends

upon -the exact composit:io.n of the gas.

p = 19M/kT (9)

To be complete, equations 5i—9 require boundary conditions. The basis for
choosing appropriate boundary conditions is diilicult to generalize, partly
because the choice of boundary conditions is what dilferentiatcs one system
from another.

Typically, there are two types of boiindaries in reacting flows. The first
is a solid surface at which :a reaction may be occurring, where the flow

velocity is usually set to zero (the no—sl1'p condition) and where either a

temperature or a heat flux is specified or 21 balance between "heat generated

and lost is made. The second type of boundary is‘ an inflow or outflow
boundary. Generally, either the species concentration is specified or the

Dankwcrts boundary condition is used wherein a this balance is made across

the inflow boundary (64). Th-e gas temperature and gas velocity profile are

usually specified at an inflow boundary. At outflow boundaries, choices often

become more diliicult. If the outflow boundary is far away froin the reaction

zone, the species concentration gradient and temperature gradient in the
direction of How are often assumed to be zero. In addition, the outflow

boundary condition on the momentum balance is usually that normal or

shear stresses are also zero

Equation for Electric: .Field Strength. To include electron-impact

source terms in continuity equations for neutral species and to include the

elibct of ion bombardment on the rate of surface reactions, equations that

predict electron and ion densities, momentums, and energy profiles are

required. The profiles require an equation for the electric field strength. In

general equations For electron and ion continuities (these equations yield

electron density and ion density, respectively), electron and ion momcntums

(for electron and ion net or directed velocity), and electron and ion energies

(for electron and ion random or thermal energy) must be solved. Finally,

the electric field profile is obtained from Poissorfs equation.

This set of equations can be simplified somewhat, depending on dis

charge operating conditions and on the nature of the discharge gas. For

example, in the lbllowing equations, electron and ion motions are assumed

to be collisionally dominated so electron and ion momentum balance equa-
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tions can be simplified. In addition, the positive ions are assumed to exoho._n_.ge

energy rapidly in elastic collisions and are therefore at the bulk, neutral gas
temperature. This ass-umption eliminates the need for anion energy balance.

The following equations. neglect negative ions, and the gas considered is

assumed to be olectropositivc. This restriction can be easily generalized to

include negative ions by incorporating equations for negative ion continuity
and momentum.

Electron Continuity Equation. The electron continuity equation is

amnrar + V -j,, = 2 1-‘, (10)

where rat. is the electron density and j". is the electron flux (see equation 14).

The right side represents the sum of all processes that create electrcms
through ionization, primarily electron-impact ionization of ground-state mol-

ecules. For -electron-impac-t processes, the rate is linearly dependent on

electron density and the neutral collision partner (equation 2) and usually

exponentially dependent on electron temperature. The continuity equation

for all other charged species will have a similar form, as shown by the

continuity equation for posi'ti\re ions":

out/at + V-j+ = Z :3 (11)

where n. +_ is the positive-ion density andj + is the positive-—ion flux. The right

side represents the sum of all processes that create positive ions through
ionization.

In ionization processes, a positive ion is created every time an electron

is created, and the not rate ofcreation ofpositive ions equals that ofelectrons.

The equation for mean electron energy (referred to as electron teinperatrure)
IS

6(3f2n,:kT..)/at + V - q,._ + j_,- eE + 2 Hp‘, = '0 (12)

where 3X2 -nL.lcT,, is the mean electron random or thermal one-rg-y_, q” is the

electron energy flux (see equation 16), j__. is the electron flux, e is the charge

on the electron, E is the electric field strength, and H} is the energy lost in

inelastic electron—molecu]e. collisions. The rj in equation 12 is the rate of
all inelastic co.lli'sio'ns experienced by electrons. Most of the electron energy

is lost via these collisions. Equation 12 is coupled to equations 10 and 11

through the dependence of rj on mean electron energy.

Electric Field Profile oi-nd Elect-ron Iinergy Flux. The equation that

r.l'ctcrmines the electric field profile through the reactor is Poisson's equation:

V - E = e/e.3(n.. — 11,-.) (13)
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In equation 13. E0 is the perrnittivity of free space. Poissolfs equation is the

governing Maxwell equation, and use of this equation is justified by the fact
that the wavelength of the radio frequency field is large compared with

discharge dimensions. If this situation were not true (as in the case of mi-

crowave discharges), then the complication of electromagnetic wave prop-

agation in the discharge has to be treated. The electron and ion momentum

balance equations are simplified by the a'ssum'p'tion that charged-particle

motion is dominated by collisions. In this case, momentum balance equations

for electrons and ions reduce to the following:

j, == —D,Vn,, — u.,.n,.E (14)

.l'+ =’ _D+v“+ + l-'-'+-"+E (15)

Both equations 14 and 15 contain a diifusion term, D, for diffusivity and a
drill term, 11., for mobility. For positive ions, the diifusion term is nearly

always negligible compared ‘with the drill term, but both terms are retained

for reasons that have to do with numerical stability.

Finally, the expression !For electron energy flux is given by

q,, = -(5/'2-n,,D,)VT, + 5/ 2n¢kT,_.j,, (16)

where the first term on the right side of the equation accounts for electron
random motion (thermal conduction) and the second term accounts for en-

ergy transported by electron-directed motion.

Boundary Conditions. To complete the set of equations for the dis‘-
charge physical structure, boundary conditions are needed. One possible

set of boundary conditions is presented in Table II.

Boundary conditions for electron density, ion density, and electron en-
ergy are all “flux” boundary conditions, wherein an expression is given for
the flux of the quantity over which the balance is made. The net flux of

electrons to the surface (assumed to be conducting) is the diilerence between

the rate of recombination and the rate of creation through secondary electron

Table II. Bouncing! Conditions for Fluid Eguations

Boundary Condition Phasical Signifisense
:1 ' j,. = n.(kT,!21r-:n,.)”~‘ — ‘yo -ji Electron flux balance“
11'1"». = {J-«ME-n Ionlluxbalance
V = V... + Vs sin (211-ut) Voltage boundary value
11' ' (1,. = "9 (kTi/2-nm..)l" (3!2kT,) Electron energy flux balance
_" ‘YD '].+_

FCI, t) = Fix. It!) Periotlicitg conditions on all solutions

"The electron llux balance is equal to rate of recombination — rate of emission.
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emission. The boundary condition For positive ions is that the flux is due

only to drill motion. The fliux. of electron energy is assumed to result from

a balance between energy lost through recombination and energy gained

through secondary emission. This boundary condition is subject to criticism,.

because cllects due to the work function for the surface and energy of im-

pinging ions have been neglected. However, preliminary solutions show that

the important features of the electron energy profile are not strongly alfected
by the simplified form of the boundary condition.

The boundary condition for Poisson's equation is to specify voltage at

the conducting surfaces. Some workers have suggested that a more stable

munerical solution results from a- specification of current at the boundary

rather than voltage. Typically, one: -electrode is grounded and the other is

powered. In the model, the grounded electrode is assigned zero voltage,

and the powered electrode can have a dc bias voltage (as discussed earlier),

in addition to the rfvoltague. In fact, the actual voltage wave form at the

powered electrode is a consequence of the external circ-u'it, including the

power supply, matching network, and cables. Simple specification of the
voltage at the powered electrode is an approximation, but in -many cases,

this approximation can be done with acceptable error. An obvious extension

would be to solve an equation representing the external circuit at the elec-

trade for the voltage.

The solutions sought in the discharge simulation are time periodic and

match the normal stable. operating conditions in the discharge. Time peri-

odicity in the solutions is driven by the time-varyingvoltage at the powered

"electrode. The time periodicity condition is expressed as.

u(.x. t) = u(x. t + t,,) (17).

where u is any function in the simulation, 9: is position in the discharge, t

is time, and t,, is the 1'? period (t,, = 1/1), where V is frequency in hertz).
The numerical solution of the discharge equations and boundary con.-

ditions can be approached by using either finite-dilference or finite-element

-methods to make the spatial derivatives discrete. The resulting set of cou-

pled, nonlinear ordinary dillferential equations can be solved by using rel-

atively standard methods. Typically, the equations are integrated with
respect to time until the desired time-periodic solution is obtained. In fact,

obtaining a numerical solution is by far the most diilioult part of the entire
modeling exercise. The set ofcoupled, nonlinear partial djll’eren~tial equations

is stiff, with widely varying temporal and spatial scales in the solution. The

size nonlinearity ofthe set of coupled equations require either :1 dedi-

cated rninicomputer or a supercomputer for reasonable solution times. Pre-

liminary solutions have been obtained (65) but a great deal of work remains

before this modeling approach becomes well established.
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Other Modeling Approaches. The modeling just outlined should
be viewed in the context of previous models of plasma chemical reactors. A

representative list (if models of plasma chemical reactors is presented in
Table III (65-84), with brief Ii:lescripticIns- of the following characteristics of

each model: reactor type, chiernistry studied, transport model for neutral
species, and treatment of discharge physics. One of the reasons for the

detailed discussion of the discharge fluid equations is that discharge physics

seems to be the part of plas-ma chemical reactor models that is the least well
understood and is probably the major source of mystery concerning reactor

behavior. Other than the fluid model just described, the only treatment of

spatially and temporally dependent discharge behavior involves the use of

a (non-self-consistent) Monte Carlo technique (79) to describe electron dy-
nan‘-tics.

Most of the models assurne that neutral-species transport can be rep-

resented with either a well-mixed model or a plug flow model. The major

drawback to these assumptions is that important inelastic rate processes such

as. molecular dissociation are usually localized in space in the reactor and
are often fast compared with rates of dilfusion or convection. As a result,

the spatial variation of fluid How in the reactor must be accounted for. This

variation introduces a major complication in the model, because the solution

of the nonisotherrnal Navier-Stokes equations in multidimensional geo-

metries is expensive and diiliwcult.

The most glaringdrawbauak of most of the models presented heretofore

is the lack of proper experimental verification. Model predictions must be

compared with experimental measurements in order to verify the model. If

the model assumes that concentration gradients are negligible, then this
assumption should be tested. If the model predicts detailed spatial- and

ti1nc—depend_ent profiles, then these profiles must be measured and com-

pared with the predictions. Only when such comparisons have been made
and measurements and predzictions agree over a wide range of conditions
can the model be considered accurate.

Detailed models of plasma chemical reactors are just beginning to be

developed. The combination of neutral-species" chemistry, hydrodynamics,
and discharge physics is sufficiently complex that modeling lags behind both

industrial practice and even -certain diagnostics such as laser spectroscopy

and ITl0lECLll8l'—'l36tll'I'l mass spectrometry. However, the widespread availa-

bility of large—scalc computers, coupled with an increasing interest in a

fimdamental understanding; of plasma processes, will spur the continued

development of mathematical modeling and numerical solutions of model

equations.

Etching of Thin-Film Materials

The basic principle behind etching-a solid material with a reactive gas dis-
-charge is inherently simple. A gas is chosen that dissociates into reactive
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species that can form a volatile product with the material to be etched.

However, a viable etch process must also display reasonable etch rates, good

selectivity, and directional (anisotropic) e.tcl1ing'. All of these criteria can he

met by judicious choice of reactant gases and plasma conditions. For instance.

because etch rates usually follow an Arrhenius dependence on substrate
temperature and because the cifcctivc activation energy is material depen-

dent, etch rate and, thus, selectivity vary expon,en—tially with temperature.

Also, ion bombardment generally imparts different degrees of damage to

various materials; thus, etch selectivity can be altered to tailor a specific

etch process hy changing the ion bombardment energy.

Most isotropic etchants exhibit a loading effect, wherein a measurable

depletion of the active etchaiut results from consumption in the etch process.

In these cases, the overall etch rate depends upon the area of film to be
etched. Under extreme circumstances, with carbon-based etch gases, etch-

ant depletion can be so severe that polymer deposition occurs instead of

etching. An analysis (85) of the loading elfect, which has been extended (86)
to include multiple etchant loading and other etc-hant loss processes, indi-

cates that the etch rate (R) for N wafers each of area A is given by

(ketchf G

= 1 + (k¢lohpNA/kllvssw (13)

where k,,,,., and k 19,, are the rate constants (first order) for etching and etchant
loss in an “cmpty" reactor, respectively; p is the number density ofsubstrate

molecules‘ per unit wafer area in the reactor; G is the generation rate of the

active ctchant species; and "V is the volume. of the reactor. This formalism
indicates that as the number of wafers (or wafer area) increases to a point

where lC.....i.pNA/k,,,_,,,V >} 1.. the etch rate

R(N) = GVI pNA (19)

varies inversely with the number ofwafers. This dependence is characteristic

of a marked loading effect and shows that loading elfccts can be controlled

to some extent by using large-volume reactors. Further, these effects can

be eliminated when homogeneous or heterogeneous ctchant loss dominates

(lcm, >> kuwh). When ion bombardment controls the reaction, equation 18
is inapplicable, because the etch rate is determined by bombardment flux
rather than etchant supply.

Other transport limitations, such as diifusion-controlled reactions, can

lead to localized depletion of etchant, which results in a number ofobservable
etch cillects. The Size and density of features can influence the etch rate at

diiferent. locations on a single wafer and thus produce pattern sensitivity.

Depletion across a wafer produces a bulls-eye elfcct, whereas depletion

across a‘ reactor is indicated by the fact that the loading wafer edge etches

faster than the trailing‘ edge. Similar eillects are noted when product removal
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is transport limited. Pressure: and flow interact by determining the residence

time relative to diifus-ion, convection, and reaction rates._ Fiesid_c'nce times
that are short compared with reaction times will reduce diihision limitations,

whereas long‘ residence times will enhance them.
Most of the ellects just discussed can be reduced by the judicious choice

of pressure and flow rates. However, good or even adequate process control

requires precise termination of the etch sequence by using suitable end-

point detection or plasma—dia.gnostic schemes. Numerous methods havebeen

invoked to follow plasma processes either by monitoring film thickness in

situ or by detecting changes in plasma composition or impedance. Discussion
of these optical, chemical, electrical, or physical techniques and their ap-
plication to plasma etching (or deposition) is beyond the scope of this chapter;
however, recent publications cover this important area in great detail (2,

62, 87-89). Finally, if process design rather than diagnostics is desired,

response surface methodology (statistical design) can be involced 91).

This technique ‘permits the determination of a pararnetric operating window
for a particular complex process with the execution of a minimal number of

experiments. Unfortunately, no fundamental insight into the effect ofspecific

variables on the etch process is generated.

Etch Models. As has been discussed, as extensive parameter space

is associated with plasma techniques. Therefore, if the development of etch
processes is to proceed eiliciently, some means of data assimilation and

prediction must be available. Two general schemes have heen proposed to

organize chemical and physical information on plasma etching. Both schemes

deal primarily with carbon—containing gases, but with a slight modification,

they can be easily applied to -other otchants. Conceptually, the two models

are similar, although they emphasize dillerent aspects of plasma etching.

F/C Ratio Model. The fluorine—to-carbon ratio (F/C) of the active spe-

cies can he used (92) to explain the observed etch results (Figure B). This

model does not consider the specific chemistry occurring in a glow discharge
but, rather, views the plasma as a ratio of fluorine species to carbon species

that can react with a silicon. surface. The generation or elimination of the

active species by various processes or gas additions then modifies the initial
WC ratio of the inlet gas.

The F/C ratio model accounts for the fact that for carbon-containing

gases etching and polymerization occur simultaneously. The process that

dominates depends upon etch gas stoichiometry, reactive-gas additions,

amount of material to he etched, and electrode potential and upon how those
factors -affect the F/C ratio. For instance, as described in Figure 8, the FI

C ratio of the etchant gas determines whether etching or polymerization is

favored. If the primary ctcliant species For silicon (F atoms) is consumed

either by a loading elfect or by reaction with hydrogen to form HF, the F!
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Loading4.........._.....—_
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ET-CHINGtoSurface(volts)
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- POLYMERIZATIONBiasApplied
I 2 3 4

Fluorine-to -Carbon Ratio (F/C) of Gas Phase Etching Species

Figure 8-. Schematic ding-r.a1n of the influence of fluorine-to-carbnrl mtto
must electrode bias on etching versus polymerization. ;oror:o5-sos in fluorooa rbon;
pfasnms. (Reproduced with pennission from reference 92. Copyright 1980

S;arimger—VerIag New York, Inc.)

C ratio decreases, thereby enhancing polymerization. However, if oxygen

is added to the otohant gas-, reaction with carbon-containing fmgments to
form CO or C0, can occur, thus increasing the F/C ratio and favoring

etching. Further, as the negative bias of a surface exposed to. the plasma

increases at a constant F/C ratio, etching of this surface becomes more

important relative to polymnerizafion. Such effects are caused primarily by

the enltanced energies of the ions striking these surfaces that result in poly-

mer sputtering.

Etchant—Unsa£uratod Sip-scales Model. 111 the etohant—unsaturatod spe-
cies model described by equations 20—23 (9-3), specific chemical species
derived from electron collisions with etchant gases are considered.

saturated unsaturated

e + halocarbon _+ radicals + radicals 4- atoms (20)
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reactive atoms + unsaturated _) saturated
and molecules species species

(21)

atoms + surfaces ——> chemisorbed layer 4- volatile products (22)

unsaturated species + surfaces ~a» films (23)

Application of this. model to a CF; plasma results in the chemical scheme

indicated by equations 24-27.

fie -i- ECZF4 -2- CF; + C_.Fg + 3F + 23 (24)

F + cr2—» or, (25)

4F + Si —-9 Si.F., (26)

-nCF2. + surfiace —r (CF9), (27)

Depending upon the 'pa‘I't1'cular precursors generated in the gas phase,

etching, recombination, or film formation (i. e., polymerization) can occur.
Also, gas~phase oxidant additives (03, F3, etc.) can dissociate and react with

unsaturated species. Mass spectrometric studies of oxidant additions to fluo-

rocarbon aud chlorocarbon gases have demonstrated that the relative reac-

tivity of atoms with unsaturated species‘ in a glow discharge follows the

sequence F ~ O > C1 > Eir (93). The most reactive species present will

preferentially undergo saturation reactions that reduce polymer forrnation

and that may increase halogen atom concentration. Ultimately, the deter-

mination of the relative reactivity of the plasma species allows the prediction
of the primfilfli atomic etchants in a plasma of specific composition.

Specific Materials. Because the "fundamental physics and chemistry

of reactive gas discharges used for etching is not yet fully understood, em-

pirical approaches -to the. design of etch processes abound. As indicated

earlier, etchant selection begins with considerations of product volatility.

Virtually any gas or vapor that can dissociate to form otchant species has
been considered or studied. An abbreviated list of the most common reactant

molecules used to etch films of interest in electronic materials processing is

given in Table IV.

Generally, a single etchant species is not used in production processes;

rather, mixtures of gases or vapors are used to tailor the etch process to

establish a particular rate, selectivity, anisotropy, etc. Often, the additives

include inert gases such as At‘ or Me. These gases are responsible for Penning

processes that enhance dissociation and ionization. Further, these gases can

stabilize and homogenize discharges that oscillate between multiple states

In the following sections, etch considerations for individual materials
are discussed.
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Table IV. Etch Cases Used for Various [C Film Materials

Film Gases

-Si CF... CF;--02, 'CF;Cl, CCL.

SFs‘*0a. S.iF4-‘On. Npa. Cllh:

Sit); C'2Fa,. C,-iFu,. CF4-Ha.
Sinwq CF.|—0n, C3F5, CnFa. CF'.1—IIg_

Organic materials 02,. O.;—CF4, Or-SF;
Al CCl.,, CCl4—CIg, BCI3, BClfl—-C15, SiCl..

W, M0 CF4, Caps, SF};

Mflsig NF;

All C§ClzF4, C12

CI’ Cl1*Og, CC14—O2

Nn'l'E: Often, inert gases such as Ar or I-le are added to the mixtures.

Silicon and Polysilicon. The isotropic etching of silicon and polycrys-
talline silicon (poly—Si) by atomic fluorine (F) is probably the most completely
understood of all etch processes, particularly for the cases in which F atoms
are produced in discharges of F2 (95) and CF4—O,,, (96). Fluorine atoms etch
<l00>-oriented Si at a rate (in angstroms per minute) given by (95)

R,_.(sa) = 2.91 x 10‘”Tl”r1,.~ex1) (-0.108 eV/kT) (28)

where. 13,? is the F atom concentration per cubic centimeter, T is the tem-

perature (in kelvin units), and k is Boltzmamfs constant. The combination
of these and other studies (97, 98) has generated a reasonably detailed mech-

anism of silicon etching in F'~c:oI1taining discharges, in which the major etch

products are SiF§ and SiF_, (.2, 99). Fluorine atoms chemisorh on-to clean
silicon surfaces to form a stable SiF,—like steady-state surface under low-
pressure (0.013 Pa) conditions (98, I000).

However, during conditions of higher pressure, SiF3 moieties are the

primary species detected on Sii surfaces (1001)). Continued reaction requires

that the fluorinated -surface layer be penetrated by impinging F atoms. The

reaction probability for this step is low (-(0.01) at normal substrate temper-

atures thus, the penetration is rate limiting and proceeds at a rate

defined by equation 28. Further, most F-containing etchant gases display
similar apparent activation energies. (~0.1 (W per atom) so that the same

mechanism and etchant (F atoms) are probably operative. in ‘these somewhat

diferent chemical systems".

Gases such as CE, and SF}, offer advantages because of their low toxicity;

however. the formation of urisaturated species such as. C,,F,, and S,F3,, in

the discharge can scavenge free F atoms and. in extreme cases, can lead to

significant polymer or residue" formation. The role ofoxygen in these plasmas.
is twofold. First, in accord with the etchant—onsaturated species model, 0

atoms react with unsaturated species to enhance F atom generation and to
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eliminate polymerization. Second, with suilicient 02 present, 02 or O can

occupy film adsorption sites and thus inhibit etching (96, 101). Gases such

as NF‘; and CIF3 (81. 86', 102) are interesting, because they do not contain

atorn-s that form residues. Therefore, high concentrations of F result -without

the “addition of 02, which can attack resist materials.

Plasmas that produce chlorine and bromine atoms are excellent for Si

etching, because they can generate a high degree of anisotropy. The most

commonly used gases have been C12, CCI4, CF2Cl2! CF3C1, BT23 and CF'3Br,

along with mixtures such as C12-CSF 5, Cl2—CCl.,, l'lCl—CCl4, and

C_gF5—CF_3Cl (103-106). I-lig;h etch rates (500.—6300 ll!min for undoped and
doped poly-Si) and selectivities (Si:SiO3 ~ l0—50:l) have been attained. The
active ctchants in these plasmas are likely .to be 01 and Br atoms; however,
ion bombardment plays a significant role in achieving high etch rates and
anisotropy control (107-110). The high degree of anisotropy that is readily

achieved indicates that ion bombardment tends to dominate the etch mech-

anism by enhancing either the reaction with the chemisorbed SiCl2 (pene-

tration of Cl into the Si surface) or product volatility. These conclusions are
also consistent with the fact‘ that only a small loading eilect is observed in

Cl-based etching (105), whereas F source plasmas (85, 86) exhibit strong

loading effects.

Heavily doped (> 10 ‘"1’ C1113) n-type Si and poly-Si etch faster in CI- and
F—conta_ining plasmas than do their boron-doped or undoped counterparts

(10341, 105, III, 112). Because ion bombardment is apparently not required
in these cases, isotropic etclh profiles (undercutting) in n + poly-Si etching

often occur. Although the exact mechanisms behind these observations are

not completely understood, enhanced chemisorption (10319, 111) and space

charge effects on reactant dilhlsion (112) have been proposed.

Silicon Dioscitlc and Silicon Nitride. Silicon dioxide can also be etched

by F atoms in a. downstreairn discharge configuration. However, because of

the strength of the Si-O bond, etch rates (equation '29) are low without
particle bombardment (95).

Rp(SiO2) = 6.14 X 1U‘“‘n,;T‘l"‘exp (-0.163 eV/H‘) (29)

XeF,._ does not etch Si02 in the absence of bombardment (3.9). Thus, F and

Keith are not equivalent sources of F atoms, probably because of differences

in sticking coefficients and the Xe—F bond energy. Because ion~bcmbard-
moot-assisted etching of SiO 2 occurs in F-containing gases, directional etch-

ing can be achieved. This fact suggests that the etchants described for Si
are suitable for etching oxide -and nitride; however, they can be used only

in the absence of -silicon, 'I‘herelbre, selective etching of these materials

represents an important application ofthc chemical models presented earlier
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(see Etch Models). The earliest reported etchant gases for selectively etching

SiO2 and Si,N_, in the presence of silicon were UF4-I12, Cl‘lI'"'3, C3F3, and

C213} (113). Selectivities as high as 15:1 (Si_»,N.,:Si) and 10:1 (Si02:Si) were
achieved. However, these selectivities are lower than one would like for a

production process. All of these plasmas tend to be fluorine deficient, a fact

suggesting that CF, CF ,1, or CF 3 might be active e-tchants (£14). In any case,

carbon-containing species are clearly involved in the etch mechanism, be-

cause io addition to SiF',., products such as CO and GOP‘, have been observed

by mass spectrometry (114-1116) during SK); and Si3N., etching.

To achieve selective oxide and nitride etching, additives to F source

plasmas are chosen to make :-.1 F-deficient chemical environment. Additives

include I-I3, CQH4, and CH4, which are cficicnt F scavengers. Alternatively.

molecules that contain F, C, and H are used. such as CHF3. Deciding the

amount ofadditivc necessary remains more ofan art than a science, because

oxide and nitride selectivity requires operation in a chemical environment

very close to the demarcation between etching and polymerization shown

in Figure 8. In fact, polymer‘ deposition on Si generally occurs while active
etching ofoxide proceeds. (1030, 11?, 118). Thus ,. the mechanism for selective

oxide and nitride etching may not involve CF; as primary etchants hot as

film Formers that inhibit Si etching by passivating chemisorptive sites.

An example of the improvement in selectivity with CF 4-11 2 mixtures is

shown in Figure 9 (118). With no added H3, the Selectivity of silicon dioxide

over silicon [SiO2:Si ~ 1.3) is unacceptable for -a controllable process. How»

ever, as H 2 is added, F atornis are scavenged (to form HF), and. thus the C?

F ratio of unsaturated species in the gas phase is increased (Figure 8 or

equations 24-27), and polymerization is promoted. Because oxygen is re-

leased from SiO2 as it etches, carbonaceous residues can he removed (as

C0, CD2, or COF2) from this material. On Si, no mechanism other than

sputtering is available for carbon removal; thus, the carbon deposits inhibit

etching even with low Hg additions. The small decrease in SiO2 etch rate

with increasing 1-12 is probalhly a result of etchant dilution. At 40% H 2, a

selectivity of ~40 (SiO2:Si) is achieved under the designated conditions of

pressure, power, etc. (118). If more H2 is added, polymerization on SiO2

surfaces retards etching still further.

The qualitative role of ions in promoting oxide and nitride selectivity

has also been established. Discharge conditions (i.e. , pressure and voltages)

are generally those that favor iomenhanced reactivity, and ion bombardment

is usually required to initiate etching (117). The absence of a noticeable

dependence on substrate temperature (119), minimal loading eiiects (120).

and the sensitivity of etch rate with respect to electrode (121) and sheath

potential (104) reinforces the importance of ion bombardment. In one study

(121), selective etching of Si02 over Si by >50:1 was obtained in a CHF3

plasma by using cathode (powered-electrode) coupling, whereas sclectivities
of <l0:1 were observed at the anode.
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Figure 9. Dependence ofsilicon andsilicon dioxide etch rates on the percentage
of H3 in CF4—Hg plus-Inns. (scam. is standard cubic centimeters per minute.)
(Reproduced with permission from reference 118. Copyright 1979 The Elec-

trochemical Society, Inc.)

Group IH—V Maten'nls.. Group IIl—V semiconductor compounds such

as GaAs, Gal‘, 1:11’ and G'aAlAs form the basis for many new electronic

applications, particularly high-speed integrated circuits (K35) and microwave

and optoelectronic devices. The development of plasma pattern delineation

methods is an area of active research because of the parallelism with the

more highly developed silicon technology; however, these systems are some-

what more complicated. Because most of the applications involve binary,

ternary, and even quaternary alloys, suitable etchants must be capable of

selective etching when stoiichiometric changes are made to obtain specific
device characteristics.

At present, primarily the binary compounds have been studied, and

considerations of product ‘volatility are the most significant driving force

behind much of this research. The group III—V compounds are particularly

dtllioult, because the group V elements form volatile halides, whereas group

III halides, particularly the fluorides, tend to be involatile. As a result, F

source plasmas, which have been the mainstay of silicon technology, are
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generally not practical For the etching of group lII—V materials unless high
ion bombardment energies are used. I-I2 discharges have been used to etch

group III—V materials (122). Temperatures above 100 "C were used, selec-

tivities of GaAs oxide to CaAs were low (~2), and etch rates of the oxide

were reasonable (<20 Ns). However, GaAs etching displayed undercut
profiles.

Because of the problems just described, most studies have used chlorine-

containing plasmas with elevated substrate temperatures to take advantage

of the volatility (albeit limited) of the group III chlorides. The importance

of the volatility concept in the etching of group lII—V materials relative to

the reaction concepts that dominate Si etching is evident from results of

chlorine-rich vapors. When gases such as CCIIFH (where ac = 2, 3, or 4),

COCI2, PC13, BCI3, SiCl4, tICl or C13 are used in rf (usually HIE configu-

rations) or do plasmas, the etch rates of GaAs and other group III—V con»

pounds increase substantially (123-130).

Brg discharges have also been used to etch CaAs (127)-. These studies

were performed under conditions in which isotropic etch profiles or chemical

etching occurred. Because the chemical compositions (Ga/As ratio) of the
diiferent atomic planes in GaAs vary, crystallographic etch patterns are ob-

served under etc-h conditions in which chemical processes dominate. Similar

results are noted for C1, plasmas. Furthermore, pure Br; vapor (no plasma

and, thus. no Br atoms or particle or photon bombardment) ctches GaAs,

and smooth surfaces are observed (127). By using absorption spectroscopy

to determine absolute Br concentrations in discharges, the etch rate ofGaAs

is found to be proportional to the Br atom concentration (127). In addition,

the etch rate increases with frequency (from 0.1 to 14 MHZ), in agreement

with an increase in Br. Such results are consistent with plasma-etching

studies with Cl 2. at 40 Pa, in which the etch rate decreases with decreasing

frequency (131).

Temperature plays an important role in the etching of Cams and lnP.

Both materials display an Arrhenius dependence on substrate temperature

between 200 and 300 °C in C12 discharges (132). The apparent activation

energies (34.5 and 10.5 lccal/mol for InP and GaAs, respectively at 40 Pa)
are in reasonable agreement with the heats of vaporization of InCI_-, and

GaCl3. Estimates of InP etch rates from lcinetic. molecular theory, assuming

that volatilization of the product (lI1Cl3) is rate limiting. are in good agree-

ment with the observed rates. However, similar estimates for GaAs are

higher than the observed etch rate (I32). The investigators conclude that a

chemical reaction on the suriace must be rate limiting in the case of GaAs,

perhaps because of dimerizu-.tiun to form Ga2Cl5, which desorbs, or a slow

chemical reaction between etchant (presumably G1) and Casts (132). Indeed,

surface reactions with chlorine have been postulated recently to he rate

controlling during the etching of GaAs with u modulated Ar+ beam in the

presence of C1,, molecules (I33).
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Metals. Because of the high reactivity of most metals with oxygen and

water vapor, plasma etching ofmetals may require more attention to reactor

design and process details th.an is necessary with other materials. Unless the

metal forms a volatile oxyhaliide or an unstable oxide, water vapor and oxygen

must be excluded from or scavenged in the plasma reactor. In addition, the

mctal—oxygcn bond may be extremely strong and therefore ion bombard-

m'ent'is' required to assist native-oxide removal.

As a result of ion bombardment elfects and of their ability to reduce

native oxides chemically, chlorocarbon or fluorocarbon gases, rather than

pure halogens, are used typically to etch metal films, However, halocarbon

vapors are particularly susceptible to polymerization, which causes residue
formation that can interface with etch processes (134).

Aluminum. Aluminum is widely used as an interconnect layer for in-

tegrated circuits, and its plasma etch characteristics have been extensively

studied (134, I35). Because" NFL. is not volatile under normal (nonsputterin-g)

plasma etch conditions, chlo'rinc-containing gases (C01,, B013, SiCl4, and

CHGI3) have been the prefierred etchants for aluminum (136-139). A few
studies have -also investigated the use of brominated gases (HBr, Bra. and

BBr3) and, consistent with ‘volatility considerations, find results similar to

those of chlorinated vapors (140, 141).

An initiation period or a lag time exists at the start ofaluminum etching

because of scavenging or removal of oxygen and water vapor present in the
reactor and etching of the thin ("-30 A) native aluminum oxide layer always
present on the aluminum surface (136). The removal of oxygen and water

vapor can be minimized by using a load look so that the chamber is not

exposed to air or water vapor between etch runs (137) or by using an etch

gas (BCl_-, or SiCl_,) that eflecrtively scavenges water and oxygen. Native.alu-
minum oxide can be etched by enhancing the ion bombardinent ofthe surface

and by supplying chemical species capable ofreaoting directly with the oxide,
such as CCl,,, BC.‘-1,. or SiCl,,..

After the removal of the native aluminum oxide layer, molecular chlorine

(C12) can etch pure, clean -aluminum without a plasma (142-144). Indeed,

C12 rather than Cl appears. to be the primary -etchant species for aluminum

in a glow discharge (145). At least at low temperature ((200 °C), the main

product of the etch reaction seems to be AlgC_l5 rather than AlCl3 (146).

To prevent aluminum from spiking through shallow junctions, 1—2%
silicon is often added to the film. Because SIZCL, is volatile at room temper-

ature, aluminum—silicon films can be etched in chlorine-containing dis-

charges.

Copper additions to ahgnninum films enhance electromigration resist-

ance. However, copper does not form volatile chlorides or other halides,

and therel'ore- its removal during aluminum plasma etching is diificult. Two

methods can be used to promote copper chloride desorption: increase the
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substrate temperature (consistent with ‘the resist material being used) or

enhance the ion bombardment so that significant sputtering or surface heat-
ing is attained.

After plasma etching is completed, aluminum films often corrode upon

exposure to atmospheric: conditions. The corrosion is a result of the hydrolysis

of chlorine-containing residlues (mostly A1C.'l 3) remaining on the film side

walls, on the substrate. or in the photoresist. Because the passivating native

oxide film normally present on the aluminum surface is removed during

etching, chlorine species are loll: in Contact with aluminum and ultimately

cause corrosion. Further, contamination with carbon and radiation damage

caused by particle bombardment may enhance corrosion susceptibility (147).

When copper is present in aluminum films, accelerated postetch cor-

rosion is observed. This phelnomcnon occurs for at least two reasons. Because

of the low vapor pressure, l1'yg‘roscopic Cufll, is probably left in contact with

the aluminum film, and because most of the copper is present in the grain

boundaries as CuAl2, the grain boundaries have a cathodic potential relative

to the aluminum grains (1417). Electrolytic corrosion then takes. place upon

adsorption of water vapor, followed by hydrolysis of AICI3 and CuCl3 to

generate HCl and chlorine ions.

Significant cllbrts have been made to eliminate or at least minimize

corrosion. A water rinse or an oxygen plasma treatment after etching reduces

the amount of chlorine left on the etched surfaces, but this step is usually

not adequate to preclude corrosion. Low-temperature thermal oxidation in

dry oxygen appears olfcctive in restoring a passiv-sting native aluminum oxide

film (147). another method ofpreventing postctch corrosion is to expose the

aluminum film to Eluomrrarbuon plasmas such as CF, or CHF3 (37, 148). This

treatment converts the chloride residues into nonhygroscopic fluorides and

deposits a. fluorocarbon polymer film onto the A] surface so that the Al film
can be exposed to ambient conditions without immediate corrosion. Sub-

sequently, a nitric acid rinse can be used to remove the fluoride layer and

to regrow the protective oxide.

Chlorine—hased plasma etching of aluminum films causes -serious deg-

radation of photoresist materials. To some extent, these effects are a result

of the etch product, A190], or Al(3l,. Aluminum trichloride is a Lewis acid

used extensively as a Friedeel+Crafl:s catalyst. Therefore, this material reacts

with and severely degrades photoresists (149).

Other Metals. Numerous other metal films have been etched in glow

discharges. The following is a brief summary that gives specific inlhrmaition

on the etching of the metal films commonly used in VLSI.

After aluminum, the 1-efractory metals and their silicides have been the

subject of the most extensive eilorts in metal etching (150-155). Because the
Huorides and chlorides of the transition metals and silicon are volatile in the-

presence of ion bombardment, etch studies have been performed with nearly
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any fluUI'iII.L' or chlurine—containing gas. Mixtures of these gases (e.g. ,

SFo—Cl,_) have also been used. When (3 or S is present in the reactant gas-,

oxygen is often necessary to prevent polymer and residue formation and to
increase the concentration of fluorine atoms. Oxygen can be added to en-

hance the transition-metal etch rate, because some oxyiluorides (e. g.,. those

of Mo and W] have reasonable: vapor pressures. Layered films (silicide—poly—

Si; termed polycides) are frequently used to meet specific device require-

ments. These structures present problems in profile control. and selectivity
to underlying Si02 or Si materials can be difficult to achieve.

Gold can be etched cileetively with CSCIQF ., (156. 15.7) or with CCIFS

(158), whereas CF,-O3 etching causes staining. The observed staining is

believed to be caused by gold oxides, whose formation is enhanced by the

presence of atomic fluorine (158). Cliromium is etched readily in plasmas
containing chlorine and oxygen (159) because of the high volatility of the

oxychloride (CrO._,Cl;l. indeed, the high boiling point of CrCl, (1300 QC)

results in significantly reduced etch rates of chromium in chlorine plasmas

without oxygen.

Titanium can be etched in fluorine-, chlorine-, or bromine-containing
gases, because all the titanium halides are volatile. Chlorides and bromides

have been studied to a_ great extent, because they result in high selectivity

over silicon-containing films and do not promote staining on gold (158, 160).

Organic Films. Organic films are present during the plasma processing

ofall materials discussed in the preceding sections, because polymeric resist

masks are the primary method ofpattern transfer. An ideal mask should be
highly resistant to the reactive species, ion bombardment, and the UV ra-

diation produced in the glow discharge and should be readily removed after

pattern delineation is complete. However, very high selectivities of the

etching film to resist material are not often achieved. As a result, line width

loss in pattern delineation frequently occurs as the thinner mask edges erode

during etching.

Although 'CF,,—0£ plasmas often severely degrade resist materials, resist

durability in some plasmas is quite high. For example, conditions favorable

for the selective etching of 'SiO2 and Sig!-‘al., are not as conducive to resist

degradation as are CF¢—O, "plasmas. Thus", CF'4—C ,.H4 (161), CF,—l-I2 (118),

CHF3 (48, 161-163), and C 2F-‘5—C'3H , (119) plasmas exhibit excellent selec-
tivity of oxide over resist even when ion bombardment is present. In these

cases, selective oxide etching occurs in a saturated-species-r'ich plasma near

the borderline ofpolymer deposition, and any degradation ofpolymeric resist

material is likely’ to be compensated by condensation reactions of saturated.

species at these sites.

Increased durability can be designed into polymer resists. For instance,

for the relative etch rates of :1 Variety of polymers in an 02 plasma, a high
correlation exists between the structural properties. of the polymer and their
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stability when ciqaosed to the plasma More importantly, the results

indicate a synergistic degradation involving atomic oxygen from the plasma

and halogen present in either the polymer or the plasma. These studies

explain why CF',—0, discharges produce high mask erosion rates. Atomic

fluorine (or chlorine) abstracts hydrogen from the polymer and produces

sites that react more readily with molecular oxygen. The etch rate oforganic

materials in oxygen discharges can be significantly enhanced by the addition

of fluorine-containing gases (1 65, 166). Conversely, oxygemfrec plasmas gen-

erally -result in polymer stabilization. Halogen abstraction of polymer hy-

drogens followed by reaction with halogen or halocarhon radicals leads to
halocarbon groups in the polymer that can make the mask more resistant to

plasma degradation.

During the patterning ofthin-film materials, two inconsistent demands

are imposed on resists. Initially, resists must be highly sensitive to radiation

so that exposure times are short. However. after development, the remaining

resist should be stable to radiation (plasma) environments. Ion, electron, or

photon bombardment from the plasma atmosphere causes heating, sputter-

ing-, and the degradation of resists. Thus, eforts to improve temperature

control (water cooling) and minimize ion bombardment energy have been

mounted. Because these approaches are sometimes not effective or are in-

compatible with profile consiiderations, methods to toughen resists (partic-
ularly AZ [phcnol——formalde:hyde-based resin] materials) against plasma
exposure have been developed.

UV exposure (at it < 300 nm) of the AZ resist prior to plasma etching

causes polymer cross-linking (167, IE8) or decomposition (169) of the waist
photosensitizer near the surface. Thus, a hardened shell or case is formed

that permits a higher bake temperature without resist How and also reduces

the etch rate due to plasma exposure. Exposure to inert plasma (e.g., N2)
causes similar elfects (1 70), possibly because of ion and electron, as well as

UV, bombardment of the resist surface. When F-containing discharges are

used, lluorination of the resist surface occurs that strengthens. the resist

(because of the formation of 'C—F bonds) and minimizes reactivity (171).

Oxygen plasmas provide a highly selective medium for the removal of

organic materials and have been used extensively for stripping photoresists

(172-176), removing epoxy smears from other electronic components. and

etching printed circuit boards (177). In addition, the use ofoxygen plasmas

in delineating the original mask pattern is of interest. Tcrmed “plasma-
developable resists", these resists are designed such that, upon exposure,

they can be selectively etched in either the exposed or unexposed regions

by plasma techniques (178-180).
Ion bombardment can be used to enhance resist etch rates and thus

achieve anisotropic resist profiles. Reactive sites produced by bombardment

permit more rapid attack by oxygen species in the plasma. Multilevel proc-

essing (181, 182), in which an etch-resistant la.-yer serves as a mask to pattern
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a polymer or other planarizinig film, relies heavily on such anisotropic resist

development (183). This approach can be implemented by using a thin
organic resist on top of the masking layer (trilevel process) or by combining

the function of the resist layer with the intermediate (masking) layer (bil__evel

process). In the bilevel process, silicon-containing resists such as poly-silanes

and polysiloxanes have been used Alternatively, -a resist can be exposed

but Functionalized prior to development. The functionalization involves se-

lective incorporation (because- ofdifferent reactivities) of a silicon—containing

vapor such as hexamethyldiszilazane into the exposed resist areas (185).

Ultraviolet light, which is present in all -glow discharges, also enhances

the purely chemical etchant activity and is particularly important for organic

film materials. The photochemistry oforganic molecules is awell-established

Held Although polymeric films are a more complex photochemical

system, many of the chromophoric groups in the polymer react similarly

under exposure to UV radiation. The most serious degradation results when

sciss-ion of backbone or side-chain (near the backbone) bonds of the polymer

occurs. The predominant degradation mechanism in polymers exposed to

plasma environments is random chain scission (187). Active sites than be-

come available for reaction with atomic and molecular species in the plasma.

To stabilize these bonds, polymer scientists design side groups far removed

from the backbone to reduce the impact of photochemical attack on the

polymer chain.

After the resist has served its purpose as an etch mask, it must be

removed prior to subsequent processing. Exposure to plasma atmospheres

(or ion implantation) often renders the resist material impervious to complete-

removal by liquid etch baths. As a result, glow discharge methods are invoked

to strip resists. With these inethocls, the most important criteria are etch

rate and the minimization of radiation damage to or attack of underlying

films or substrates. Etch rates are typically low in 02 plasmas" unless ion

bombardment or elevated temperatures (29-15!) °C) are used, and recent

ellbrts have concentrated on downstream reactors using microwave source

gas (02 or 0,—CF_,,') excitation (188-190). This configuration takes advantage

of the eilicicncy of microwave generation of atoms and radicals, as well as

the controlled rise in substrate temperature without high-energy-particle

bombardrnent. These elfects can lead to high resist stripping rates with little

or no radiation damage. However, device degradation can still occur if eon-

tarninants (e.g., iron or lead) are present in the resist. These species are

diffused into SiOg surfaces at elevated temperatures (>150 °C') even during
downstream stripping (I9!

Profile Control

The goal of any patterrretching process is to transfer an exact replica of the
mask features to the underlying film. However, this transfer establishes only
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a two-dimensional criterion for the quality of the replication- The third

dimension relates to the cross section or edge profile of the etched Feature

(2. 192).

The simplest and perhaps the most useful measure -of anisotropy is

the ratio of lateral or horizontal undercut distance (d.,) to the vertical etch

distance ((1,). This ratio is inversely related to the quality of replica-
tion. In anisotropic etching, d,_/ct, = 0, and exact dimensional transfer is

achieved. A low-quality trainsfer is obtained with isotropic etching, in

which db/d.,, = 1. Anisotropic etching is imperative for high-density-device
fabrication.

The desired edge profile depends upon the specific application of the

Him in the final device. For instance, if a metal line is being defined, a

steep-walled profile is desirable to maximize the conductor cross-sectional

aiea. Anisotropic etching can yield such profiles with line dimensions of
~0.l pun. However, if good step coverage is desired, a tapered or sloped

profile is required so that subsequent film deposition will uniformly cover

the step, that is, without thinning of the Elm because of shadowing during

deposition. Some control of the taper can be achieved by the proper choice

of resist process and plasma conditions. If isotropic etching is needed, For
example, to clean the side walls alter a sputter etch (physical ablation of

material) or to produce a sliglbt undercut, a purely chemical etch process is

rcqnircd.

Isotropic etching is achieved by using a barrel reactor with an etch

tunnel or, better -yet, with a downstream reactor configuration so that ra-

diation bombardment oietehing surfaces is eliminated (193, I94). Anisotropic.

or directional etching (in which the taper is 90° or less) can be achieved in

several ways. Sputtering generates a high degree of anisotropy because of"

the directional nature of the inert gas ions that physically ablate (via mo-

mentum transfer) the film material. However, sputter etching (94, 192)

re-deposits etched material, is only weakly selective, and exhibits low etch

rates. Ion bombardment in the presence of chemically reactive species

(plasma etching) can alleviate these problems by forming volatile etch prod

ucts, invoking chemical reactions for -specificity, and taking advantage ofthe
density of highly reactive neutral species in glow discharges. Although a

fundamental understanding of the generation of anisotropic profiles has not

been established (see Synergistic Phenomena), phenomenological models

that present guidelines for variations in anisotropic edge profiles do exist
(94, 99, 195).

[on bombardment promotes surface bond breaking (see Synergistic

Phenomena) and causes sput1|:er'ing; therefore, etch rates are generally en-

hanced where bombardment occurs. Qualitatively, these phenomena can

lead to anisotropy in two ways (94, 95, 105, 193, as depicted in Figure
10 (94). In the ion—incluccd—damage mechanism, energetic ions break

chemical bonds on the film surface, thereby making the film more re-
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Figure 10. Surface damage end surface inhibitor mechanisms for ion-assisted
anisotropic etching. (Reproduced with permission from reference 94. Copy-

right 1981 Plenum Publishing Corporation.)

active to chemical etchant species". However, the side walls remain rela-

tively unP3“tm'bed, because ions primarily impinge perpendicularly to

the film surface. Thus, etching proceeds at the nominal chemical etch
rate. Material removal is more rapid in the direction of the ion flux and

results in anisotropy.

In actual fact, the surfaces exposed to the plasma are usually composed

of a chemisorbed coating of etchant radicals, as well as unsaturated species

and resist fragments that inhibit the etch rate. [on bombardment can stim-

ulate the desorption of these species so that surface coverage caused by
inhibitors is smallest in regions of high ion flux (Figure 10). Again. increased

anisotropy is the net result. The ion-induced-damage mechanism requires

considerably more energy than the surface inhibitor" mechanism For aniso-

tropy, and both are likely to play a role in plasma-etching processes. The
degree of anisotropy will depend on ion flux, ion energy, and chemistry in

the plasma. '

As noted earlier, ion flux, energy, and plasma chemistry depend strongly-

on reactor design and gas composition and are therefore virtually impossible
to translate directly from one reactor to another. Such possibilities await the

development of accurate plasma models (see Modeling Plasma Processes).

However, the important parameters can be identified to some extent. Ion

"bombardment is enhanced by decreasing pressure in a high-frequency

plasma ("~15 MHZ) or by decreasing the frequency of the plasma discharge
(22); anisotropic profiles thereby result (196). Anisotropies induced by surface
damage and surface inhibitor (from photoresist as well as other fragments)
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are possible; however, as pressure increases and ion energies become mod-
erate because ofcollisions, the inhibitor mechanism becomes more Favorable.

Under these conditions, anisotropy can be achieved by -adding film-forming

precursors (CHF3, C211,, C_gF,,, etc.) to the plasma (105, 197). At low fre-

quencies (1 kHz—1 MHZ), ions are strongly accelerated because of the longer

duration of the accelerating potential, and both anisotropic mechanisms op-

erate at much higher gas pressures. Even at high pressures (133 Pa) and
frequencies. however. anisotropy can be achieved if the electric field across

the sheath is -sulliciently large (198).

An interesting demonstration of profile control via alteration of the spe-

cific chemistry is that of silicon etching in C‘-IF3. mixtures (86). Because a
pure chemical (isotropic) etchant [F atoms) is combined with an ion-hom~

bardment-eontrolled (anisotropic) etchant (Cl atoms), a continuous spectrum

of profiles with varying anisotropies is generated by changing the gas com-

position.

Etch profiles can also be altered by controlling the susceptibility to

erosion of the masking layer as shown in Figure 11 Ha masking layer

that does not erode is usedl (e.g., MgO and A1303), a vertical (perfectly

anisotropic) etch profile results. However, if the masking layer is attacked

by chemical reaction or physical ablation (e.g., organic resist materials), the
edges of the layer at the opening are removed. This removal exposes the

edges of the underlying film to the plasma atmosphere. Further removal of

the resist exposes. additional film surface for etching. In this way, a tapered

profile can be achieved. Such procedures require close control of resist

processes as well as plasma conditions.

Deposition of Specific Film Materials

Lilte the literature of plasma—assi-sted etching, the literature on the PECVD

of specific materials“ is considerable. Because film properties are ultimately

determined by chemical reaction mechanisms, reactor design, and film-.struc-

mm (Figure 5), the determination of the exact relationships between prop-

erties and processing is diflicult. At present, the fiindamental understanding
of such relationships is limited, and thus, empirical efforts have been the

norm. In this chapter, the more widely studied film materials deposited by

PECVD will be briefly discussed. More extensive information on these and

other films can be found in a number of review articles (944, 32, 50,

200-203) and references therein.

Silicon. The most widely studied and perhaps the best understood
PECVD film is that of amorphous silicon (a-Si). Glow discharge a-Si is an

“alloy/' of silicon and hydrogen, with the hydrogen content ranging from *-5
to 35 atom percent (atom 95>), depending upon the deposition conditions

(temperature, rf power, 1'? frequency, etc.) and the resulting film structure.
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Figure 1]. Schematic diagram cotnnaning the control of etch profiles by the
use oferodible and nonerorlible mask nutter-iczls. (Reproduced with pennission

from reference 199. Copyright 1980 john Wiley.)

The great interest in this material stems from its applications in solapenergy

conversion, thin-film transistors, memory switches, and electrophotography

(204).

Although the production of 21-51 from SiH4 (or from mixtures of Sim

with inert gases or H 3) is ohemicafly one of the simplest reactions imaginable,
the fundamental reactions involved in film formation and the struc-

turc—~property relationships are not yet clearly defined (70, 200, 205-207).

In particular, the role of hydrogen in film structure is complex and involves

the reduction of silicon dangling bonds that degrade device properties. In-

frared (208) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NM R) (209) spectra ofdeposited

films have established that hydrogen exists in several bonding configurations:

monohydride (ESi-H), idihydritle (=SiH2), trihydride (-SiH.3), and poly-
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mo-ric (-SiH,--),,. Furthermore, NMR studies have suggested that Si~H can

be randomly distributed or clustered in the structure (207, 209).
For the most part, even q_ualitat'ivc relationships between such structural

considerations and film propscrties are lacking. Recently, however, two im-

portant correlations have been presented: Device quality a-Si contains only

monohydride bonding structures (207), and the intrinsic film stress rises
drastically as a morphological transition from columnar to noncolumnar

growth occurs (210). Both studies point to the importance of defects in a-

Si, although the precise: role of these defects is still unclear.

The gas-phase and surface reactions in a-Si deposition by PECVD are
equally nebulous. Reactive species, primarily H, SiH, SiH,, Silla, and their

positive ions (70, 205, 206), are produced by electron-impact decomposition

of silane. Secondary reactions: between these precursors to form species such

as disilane (Si9H,g) and higher molecular weight compounds are important

in establishing reactive-species concentrations. Laser-lighbscattering studies

suggest that particle growth occurs in the plasma near the sheath edges (211 ,

212). Radicals, atoms, and ions diffuse or drill to the growing film surface,

where they are adsorbed and undergo various reactions yielding solid and

gaseous (e.g., SiH.,, Sigflfi, and H 2) products. The surface reactions are

generally modified by ion and photon bombardment. Adsorption sites can

be created by bond breaking; due to ion impingement or by atom (e.g., I-I)

abstraction due to reaction vunith H atoms. SiH,, or Sill, from the gas phase.

Finally, bond rearrangement; and an increase in film density due to loss of

hydrogen occur.

Polycrystalline silicon (poly-S i) has been formed by the pl'asma—enhanccd

decomposition of dichlorosilane in argon at temperatures above 62.5 “C. a

Frequency of 450 kHz, and a ‘-total pressure of 27 Pa. Doped films have been

deposited by the addition ofphosphine to the deposition atmospheres (213).

Approximately 1 atom % of chlorine was found in the as—deposited films.

Annealing in nitrogen at temperatures above ~750 "C caused chlorine to

diffuse from the film sun-face, grain growth to occur, and the film resistivity

to drop. Such heat trea.tn.1cn'l:s were necessary to achieve iutcgratcd-circuit

quality films.

The drive to reduce process temperatures has led to an intcrcst in

growing epitaxial (crystallinell silicon films at temperatures below 800 °C. In

addition to increasing deposition rates, glow discharges can assist surface:

cleaning: so that epitaxy can be achieved. Indeed, crystalline silicon films
have been produced by PECVD from Sil-1,. atmospheres by using external

coil excitation (2.14) -or by downstream configurations (215, 216). In all cases,
in situ surface cleaning, including the removal of the native silicon oxide

layer, was imperative for epitaxy. If adequate cleaning (usually by ion bom-

bardment) is pcrl'ormed, crystalline layers of silicon can be grown by low-

prcssure CVD. albeit with a low deposition rate (relative to that of PECVD).

Thus, the primary role of a pllasma in epitaxial growth may be surface clean-
ing, in addition to cnhanccrncnt of reaction kinetics.
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Silicon Nitride. Silicon nitride produced by high—temporatui'c (>700
"OJ (JVD is a dense, stable, adherent dielectric that is useful as a passivation

or protective coating. interlevel metal dielectric layer, and antircilectiou
coating in solar‘ cells and photodetectors. However, these applications often

demand low deposition temperatures (4400 °C) so that low—rnelting-point

substrates or films (e.g., Al or polymers) can be coated. Therefore, consid-

erable elfort has been expended to form high-quality silicon nitride films by
PECVD.

A critical aspect of silicon nitride deposition by PECVD is that a sig-
nificant concentratiou of hydrogen (>10“/cm“) is present in the deposited

films (217-223). For this reason, silicon nitride will be referred to as SiN,I-1,.
The hydrogen originates from Sil-1,, or NH 3, the typical reactants for PECVD.

For the most part, hydrogen is bonded to either s-ilicon (--75%) or nitrogen

(--25%) (217, 218, 220, 2:23). The exact concentration and chemical -distri-

bution of hydrogen greatly alfect film properties such as refi-active index,

etch rate, optical absorption edge, stress, and electrical conductivity.

The concentrations and bonding configurations of Si, N, and H depend
upon deposition and plasma conditions such as pressure, reactant ratio, rf

power, if frequency, and substrate temperature (217-224). In addition. re~

arrangement of hydrogen. bonds in the Elm or diil'us'ion of' hydrogen out

of the Film can cause instabilities in devices fabricated with SiN,,_l*I,, (225,
226).

In general, an increase in if power density decreases the Si} N ratio in

the iilrn (227-229). Because‘ the binding energy of the Si—I-I bond is less

than those of the N—H and N-N bonds, an increase in rf power should

increase the concentration. of reactive nitrogen species relative to the number

of reactive silicon species and thereby decrease the Si/H ratio in the film.

At high power densities and at high temperatures, the Si!N ratio approaches
0.75, which is the stoichiomctric ratio for Si,N,,.

Much of the data on film etch rate, density, refractive index, and con-
ductivity can be correlated to the concentration and bonding configuration

of hydrogen in the films. The total hydrogen concentration decreases with
increasing temperature and decreasing frequency (219, 221, 227, 230, 231).

With increasing substrate. temperature, adsorbed surface species have more

energy, can preferentially form Si'—N bonds. and thereby release hydrogen.

Similar effects are operative at low frequency (<4 Ml-I2), where adatom

mobility and hydrogen removal by sputtering are favored. The correlation
between the elfects of deposition temperature and ion bombardment in

'SiN,,H,, is shown in Figure 12 (221). When adequate thermal energy is
available (deposition temperature 3- 300 °C), the total hydrogen content in

the film is controlled by thermally activated desorption. Below 300 °C_, the
hydrogen co_ncentratiou is determined by ion bombardment.

The hydrogen ooiitent of SiN,H9, produced by PECVD can be reduced
but not eliminated in several ways. The use of N2 rather than NH3 as the
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Figure 12. Hydrogen conoenifrcrtion versus tempemturefor silicon nitride lay-
ers deposited by PECVD. (scam is standard cubic centimeters per minute.)
{Reproduced with pennission from reference 221. Copyright 1985 The Elec-

trochemical Society, inc.)

nitrogen source reduces the amount of H in the film, but dilficuity is often

encountered with silicon—riclh films because of the strong N—N bond (232).

Even with N g, high temperatures and power levels are needed to effectively

minimize H (228). Hydrogen can also ‘be. scavenged by incorporating a flu-
orine-oontaining reactant so that H content is reduced by formation of HF

that is removed from the chamber. However, when SiF, or SiF, is used as

a reactant with N,—I-I3. mixtures, large ooncentrations of fluorine (1 [L25 atom

%) are incorporated into the films (233).. The Si—F bonds in such films can

hydrolyze upon postdeposition exposure to air (234) to form silicon oxynitrido
films.

An alternative but elfectiwve way to scavenge hydrogen is to use NF,,-N H 3

mixtures as the nitrogen source With this nitrogen source, lower

concentrations of F (<8 atom %) can be incorporated in the films by altering

the NF3/NH; ratio. Finally, the use of downstream PECVD in which only

NI-la-He or NH 3-~Ar mixtures are plasma excited has shown promise in

minimizing the formation of Si—H bonds (or N"-H bonds with N2—He mix-

tures) (50 .

Hydrogen is not the only impurity frequently incorporated into SiN ,I'I,,
films produced by PECVD. Oxygen is generally found in the films and is

believed to come from desorbed water vapor from reactor walls or from small
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vacuum system leaks. Even small quantities ofoxygen reduce the refractive
index, increase the etch rate, and decrease the film stress (221, 235).

SiN,H,, can be deposited by PECVD with either a compressive or a
tensile stress, depending upon the deposition conditions. Although rfpower,

pressure, and temperature alfect stress, rf frequency is a critical parameter

at low temperatures (4.300 ‘’C] (221, 236), At low frequencies (_-<4 MI-lz),

the stress is generally compressive, whereas at higher frequencies (especially

at elevated pressures). tensile stress is often observed. Upon postdeposition,

high—temperature (>500 °C) heat treatments, the stress varies inversely with

hydrogen concentration; lJl‘l this study (221), the stress was independent of
Si—H content but increased linearly with decreasing N—H concentration. If

the stress level of SiN ,H,, deposited by PECVD is too high, the films crack
either -during or after deposition or after -subsequent heat treatments (235,

237). Film stress can significantly alicct adhesion.

Silicon Dioxide. SiO2 layers produced by PECVD are useful for

intermctal dielectric layers and mechanical or chemical protection and as
diliusion masks and gate oxides on compound-semiconductor devices. The

films are generally formed by the plasma-enhanced reaction of Sill, at

200-300 "C with nitrous oxide (N30), but CO, (30%, or 0,, have also been

used (238-241). Other silicon sources including tetramothoxysilane, methyl

dimcthoxysilanc, and tctnamcthylsilanc have also been investigated (202).
Diboranc or phosphine can he added to the deposition atmosphere to form

doped oxide layers.

Like siN,H, deposited by PECVD, Sic), lilrns deposited by PECVD
contain hydrogen (203, 240, 242). Because of the enhanced reactivity of

oxygen with SiHi fragments compared with nitrogen species. lower con-

centrations of hydrogen are present in Sit): (2-9 atom %) than in SiN,,H!
(15-30 atom %) films. The primary bonding configurations for H are Si]-I,

Si0H, and H20 (240, 24.2). The distribution of hydrogen between these

moieties depends upon deposition conditions. The electrical properties of

$1702 films are improved if" SiOI-I bonds are minimized (203). Because of the

use of N20, a small amount of N (<5 atom %) is also incorporated into the

deposited ‘films.
The properties of silicon dioxide films also depend upon all plasma

deposition parameters. Temperature is the critical parameter (240), although

the compressive stress level varies with If frequency (237, 240). Film to-

pography can be varied tinting deposition by altering ion bombardment

c.-onditions (242, 243). In particular, the incorporation ofAI in the deposition

atmosphere enhances sputtering and thus promotes conformal stop coverage

during film formation (243).

Conducting Films. To improve adhesion, grain structure, and step-
coverage ofmetal films at low temperatures, much interest has been centered
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recently in PECVD. One of the major limitations of this approach to metal
deposition is the availability of suitable source vapors. Generally, reactant

species are halides, carbonyls, or alkyls. In the reactive plasma atmosphere,

halogens, carbon, or oxygen are therefore often incorporated into Ihe de-

posited film. Because n1eta.'|lio-film properties are highly sensitive to small

concentrations of impurities present in the film, the ineorporation of these

‘atoms, as well as oxygen from leaks and chamber outgassiug, rnus.t be min-

imized in order to produce: low-resistivity films. In addition, the halogen

atoms are often etchants Eur the (lepositing film material. This situation

results in a dynamic equilibrium between etching and deposition so that
deposition rates may be low. Nevertheless, a number of film materials have

been formed, albeit generally with higher than bull: (or even evaporated,

sputtered, or rleposited by CVD) resistivities. In eertain eases, the elevated
resistivities may also be due to metast-able—phase formation (244). A summary

of these film materials, their deposition conditions, and their resistivities is
shown in Table V (201, 245-253).

Carbon. Carbon films have recently generated considerable interest

because of their potentially useful properties: electrical insulation, thermal
conductivity, optical transparency, chemical resistance, and mechanical

hardness. Much of the eflhrt has centered around amorphous carbon (a-C),

which is a metastable phase of carbon that contains hydrogen and displays

properties that are intermediate between those of graphite and diamond

(254-256). Numerous hydrocarbons have been used as source gases, in-

cluding methaue, acetylene, ethylene, propane, butane, and benzene

(254-259). Although these films are often referred to as diamond-lilce, at

least at PECVD deposition temperatures below --400 “C, at least one hy-

drogen is bonded to each carbon atom (256). At "-425 °C, deposited films

have properties similar to those of graphite, a fact suggesting that a—C is

metastable with respect to graphite, perhaps because of the removal -of

Table V. Summary of Conducting Films Deposited in rf Glow Discharges

A.1-Deposited
Eiectnrde Sheet

Trzrnpr.-retort: Pressure: Frequency Resistivity
Film Hee::tant.'.- ("’(-1') (Pascal) (MHz) (SIIIZIJF Hefrrrsm.-r

W WF.-, + H9 350 27 4.5 2 246

Mo MoFn ‘I’ Hi 350 9.7 4.5 400 246

MoC1,., + H 1 430 -— ~ (500) 247

Win, Wm + sat. 230 so L356 (-600) 248
MoSi, MoCl:. -1- Sir], 400 — — (300) 24'?
TiSi, TiCl. + Sill. 451'} 267 0.05 15-20 249

'[”iSi_, + 511-14 350 133 0.3 - 250

Tafiii Tafiln + 5i1lgCl1 + H: 651! 208 0.5 (70) 251
TiNI TiC1.i + NH; + H2 600 27 1.3.56 :30 252

TIE, TiC1i + BC], + H; 600 40 15 (200) 253

'Nu1nbe1s in parentheses are resistivities in rnicruohln-centimetr-r.
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hydrogen with the suhseqtuent collapse of the C—H structure (256). Poly-

crystalline and crystalline diamond films have been formed (260-262), al-

though the exact nature of the reactions needed to form crystallites is not

yet clear. Theories include: hydrogen atom generation or the specific energy

of certain plasn1a—excitedl'1ydr'ocarl)on fragments.

Summary and Conclusions

Glow discharges or plasmas have been used extensively to promote chemical

reactions for thin-film etching and deposition in a variety of technologically

important areas. The reactive chemical atmosphere and complex dis-

charge—surface interactions in these systems permit the attainment ofunique

etch profiles and film properties-.

At present, reproducibility and control are the primary limitations to

the implementation of plasma processes; clearly, the large number of inter-

acting parameters -accounts for such problems. In addition, deposition and

etching processes are inordinately sensitive to small (part-per—hillion) ‘con-

centrations of impurities. These diiliculties can be overcome only by careful

investigation of the complex chemistry and physics of glow discharges.
Much progress has been made ‘in ‘recent years. Many of the required

gas-phase parameters (reaction rates, cross sections, species concentrations,

etc.) can be measured, even though the necessary attempts have not been
mounted in all cases.

The principal impediment to eifective process design and analysis is the
limited understanding of s_jynergi'stic .eii’ects due to ion, photon, and electron

bombardment of solid surfaces during etching and deposition. Fundamental

relationships must be established between the gas—phase chemistry; the

surface chemistry as moclified by radiation; and etch profiles, rates, selec-
tivities, and film properties.

This lack of fundamental understanding of the science and engineering

of plasma processing is reminiscent of the situation in the catalytic field a
few decades ago. With the: proper research eiibrt-s in surPace- and gas-phase

chemistry, engineering, and reactor design, most of the -current problems

can be overcome, and the ultimate capabilities of plasma processing can be
realized.
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